Reminisces of Old timers regarding Old Days
Many of these were posted on line, and seen by many persons, If one goes back to try to find these it is
often very difficult to impossible to find them. This is history and should be at least recorded in history.
Several folks asked me about at least recording a few of these so I have consented to do so. I give full
credit if it is known who posted the item. There is much about our local history in these groups all
across America. This has become the new way of sharing history with others. I do not sell any of this
for profit as all of my books are free to all. Enjoy these reminisces of us old timers
This book is not finished. Please send your additions reminisces and corrections to
wecare@dogoodforall.today Your comments are also welcome

Susann Bendert put this online
Busch High School Graduating Class 1936 Top Row left to right Edward Krantz Jr., Mark Tombley,
Otto Uritescu President, Frank Moncher Treasurer, Harvey Schoensee (V-P), Arlene Jackson,
second row (L-R) Lucille Yacht, Don Farlan, Meredyth Basney, Lillian Motcheck
Bottom Row (L-R) Archie Lietz, Harold Reiber, Joseph Bradley Advisor, H W Miller Superintendent,
Leila Rex, Marjorie Vandemeer (The font is tiny, I hope I got the names spelled correctly...
Deborah Etter Wild I'm pretty sure,
my dad Earl Etter is in the first row.
He was born in 1924- so I am
guessing that this is around 1940
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Roxanne Grobbel added photos to Cheaper by
the Dozen Wolfe Jr. High 1973.
Ingrid Bognar, Linda Sellors, Glenn Coin, Lisa
Odem, Ron Ronald Kustek, Sandy Filar, Janice
Wade, Barb Walters Long, Mary Weatherly
sorry my memory fails Play was in 1973

Mike Grobbel stated: Homer at the keyboard of his
Hammond Electronic Organ providing some of
"Nature's Tranquilizer". The Hammond Electronic
Organ relied on the 60 cycle frequency of the electric
current to maintain the proper pitch of its output tones.
Unfortunately, the current frequency supplied by the
on-board generator was insufficiently regulated and
his "portable" organ music warbled off key at times.
Joyce Rheaume-Sidote I worked at Homers, and if
they didn't have the product, Id send people to
Binsons.
Richard Hyska stated: I guess Homer did not have spell check. I remember Homer adding car, plane
and train sounds to his playing of "Sentimental Journey."
Christine Lipson Matthews I remember summer night walks up there with my Grandma Kern for ice
cream.....such memories
Dave Briere stated: ..........having a chocolate malt at the counter with friends.
Robert Kern stated: He had the first video tape machine I saw. I was a console with a reel to reel
recorder that used 1.5" or 2" wide tape.
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From Allison Susalla with Lizabeth Locklear stated:
The 'decorated' front lawn of Centerline High, 1977
Gregory Bassett stated: if only that was all they had to worry about
today, right?? I thought it was overblown even then, big deal a
grand to clean up. gimme a break, ya know. Allison Susalla with
Lizabeth Locklear

Mike Grobbel stated: The car was a
combination of old Ford Model T and Model
A parts and the rear axle was moved forward
just enough so that with enough "clowns" in
the rear seat and on the back bumper, the
front wheels would rise up in the air until
small caster wheels beneath the rear bumper
made contact with the pavement. Once in the
air, the car could be driven forward or in
circles by applying one of the independent
hand brakes for the rear wheels.
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Mike Grobbel stated: Vince Grobbel and his
brother Bob built this trick car in 1946. For the
next 20 years, this clown car was a fixture in all
of the local parades. At this time, the car was
sponsored by Spence Connell's Texaco Service
Station, which was by then located on Van Dyke
at Stephens. You can see more at Mike's
website www. grobbel.org
Mike Grobbel stated: The Cub Scout Pack 1444
float; they were chartered by St. Clement
school.
Tim Briere stated: The packs dads in full
costume. Pretty sure that is my dad, Jim Briere,
with the drum. One of the other dads might
be Bob Goddard. We had the costume around
the house for years after. My brother Dave
was in the Cub Scouts, I was 6 at this time.
Tim Smith stated: I was in Cub Scout and
Boy Scouts in Pack 1444. Mr. Bigger was the
scoutmaster and his son's Bob & BIlly were
in the scouts at the time. Somewhere in the
early 70's.
Gregory Bassett stated: I was in about the
original 1444 which was an Explorer pack
(boys 15 to 17), Mr. Budreau was our
scoutmaster. he drove a 55 Olds Holiday 88,
we were known as Budreau and his
Holiday 44`s. Good times for us but I
think we drove him wild at the time.
Members were Bletcher, Bassett,
Charbanau, Beckwith and many
others.
From Mike Grobbel: stated: The
Center Line Fire Department's 1957
American LaFrance fire engine.
Picture below
·Mike Grobbel The caption to a
photo in a Feb. 1960 Metropolitan Club publication indicates that he was then a member of the CLFD
volunteers, so it could be him but the quality of the film makes it hard to tell.
Mike Grobbel stated: The Navy Mothers Club
rode in the parade within a real "float".
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Mike Grobbel stated: DeClerk Industries had a truck in
the parade that was hauling a 100 ft. long pre-stressed
concrete beam. These beams were used in the
construction of many of the highway overpasses
throughout southeast Michigan as well as in the
supporting structure of many large buildings. DeClerk's
was founded in 1925 to make and sell concrete blocks
from their factory on the north side of Ten Mile Rd., just
west of the railroad tracks. Later they expanded into the
ready-mix concrete business and in 1955 developed the process for making the pre-stressed beams.
Scout /Explorer troop MC30 at the Center
Line Anniversary
They may have run a First Aid tent as a
service project.
Wesley Arnold stated: The scoutmaster may
have been Bill Perch or John Dillon. I was
senior patrol leader for awhile. We had a lot
of fun traveling places, camping, doing First
Aid good turns like this. The really good
thing was that the boys learned many useful
things like First Aid, survival, leadership
skills. Sometimes we were responsible for
saving lives. My life was saved by a boy
scout a long time before this. Later we went
to explorers. I remember camping with
Canadian scouts in Canada. We worked on horsemanship merit badge and rode real horses at several
places. But usually at D-A. We went on canoeing expeditions up on the Ausable river in the Michigan
wilderness forest there. We worked on aviation Merit badge. Scouts fly in planes sometimes and even
fly the plane after training.
Usually a white arm band is worn as a member of a First Aid Team and the boy sitting is probably in
front of either a First Aid tent or a display. We explorers did that at other events years later. We did a
lot of camping. Even went on Operation DeepFreeze in January where we slept out in the cold below
zero in tents. The scout leaders prepared us for it. The Scouts teach leadership. The more senior scouts
taught the younger ones how to survive.
I remember learning how to start a fire without matches and keeping the fire going. At below Zero one
did not linger in the outhouse. Old Robert Tower recited the Tale-Poem of Robert Service about Sam
Magee in Alaska. He was superintendent of Schools his office was at Charwood then. Our raw Eggs
froze solid. Had to boil them to cook them all on wood fire no grill. We did map and compass
orienting. We were mostly all trained in First Aid but were taught to Be Prepared and Be Careful. So it
wasn't needed. In the summer I got Horsemanship Merit Badge at D-A Scout Ranch. And as an
Explorer we went to a Airplane school and did a little flying. Archery range and Rifle range was
educational. We were all taught to swim. And most important Scouting had great values for kids to
learn and practice like the Scout Law, Oath, Motto and slogan. Wow kids really need that today. OK I
was proud to be a scout and thankful that a scout saved my life.
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Mike Grobbel: The Center Line Rotary Club float.
Malcolm Cole was their president in 1961. The club
was chartered in 1929 and 32 years later still had two
of its original members: Lawrence Hoste (owner of
Hoste Electric) and Les Foss (manager of the CL
branch of the Detroit Edison since 1926). Les Foss
was chairman of the CL Library Commission in 1959
and instrumental in providing the Library with its
permanent "home" on Weingartz Ave. that now bears
his name.
Warren marching band
Notice the phone booth at the side of the road.

Kim Meduvsky stated:
Left to Right
With Norm Smith, Joe O'Lear, Andy
Mowrey, Guy Swanson, Archie
Kozlowski, Tony Meduvsky, Ken Garlow,
Jim Mainero, Rich Hickson, Bill
Desmond and Art Anderson at Centerline.
Tim Smith stated: Great bunch of guys. I
remember the picnics up at Memorial
Park. Police and firemen all got together
with their families. Used to play a softball
game too.
Debbie Bastian Weber Nolan stated: Oh
My Gosh! I'm not naming any names but a few of these ol' boys surprised me with a birthday cake and
ice cream on my 16th birthday!!!!!! Thanks for the memories!
Dorothy Kern McMahan: Wonderful memoriesThose were the good old day's
Tom Carney My dad had retired from being a volunteer by the time this photo was taken, but I think he
helped mentor Red Meduvsky and Jim Mainero. Except there was no word for "mentor" back then.
Beverly Kozlowski Porter: Kim thanks for the memories! I too grew up in C.L. and went to St.
Clements. My dad Joseph was a C.L. Volunteer and my brother Art was a firefighter for C.L. Until he
retired.
Pam Miller Kondziolka stated: I started working at Center Line as a coop student in 1963. I worked
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with all these guys and watched most of them retire! What memories!!!
Wesley Arnold I remember this foto as I was the Photographer and Fireman who took it. I am
organizing my hundreds of images.
Kim Meduvsky stated: The Center Line
Goodfellows..... To this day I always look to buy a
paper the day after Thanksgiving!!!
Wes Arnold: The good fellow saying was “No
child without a Christmas” but actually it was a lot
more. I was a poor child in Center Line without a
absent non supporting father who had been
screwed up in the head during the Normandy
Invasion who was lost in space in another state
and with a crippled mother (she had been run over
by a drunk driver legs so smashed she could
barely walk.) We were so poor we had to scrounge up pop bottles sometimes for food money There
were no food stamps or government lunches at school. The Good fellows one Christmas brought us
food and a check to buy more. Later while a volunteer fireman I got to sell papers to help raise money
for them. Wonderful opportunity for service to our community. And many families received help
because people bought papers.
Chuck Kelley stated: Same day...summer of 63.
Rick White: This is Cloyd RobertTexaco Station. It
was right across the street from The Clock
Resturant and Rudy Funeral Home. It is on the lot
where Sandbaggers is today.
Tim Briere stated: Cloyd Roberts, Mr. Roberts
would come out to the car and talk to us while his
men checked the oil, cleaned the windows, and
pumped gas. He would stick his head in the window and ask my brother Dave and I, "Would you boys
like some gum?" Nice man. You can trust your car, to the man who wears the star!
Rick White stated: That was Cloyd. He did the same thing to my Brother and I, Tim. My Dad would
buy gas no where else. It didn't hurt that Cloyd was a Southerner just like Dad was Great man!
Mike O'Lear Sr.: Right across the street from Rudy's funeral home.

Better picture of Whites Laundry block, Smitties Bar posted by Chuck Kelley
Summer of 1963...my Cub Scout Pack was a part of a parade up Van Dyke.
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Center Line Fire Dept the season of the bearded ones. Photo by Wes Arnold
posted by Kim Meduvsky at Center Line
Kim Meduvsky: Here are some photo's that my dad had. I hope you enjoy them.
Kim Meduvsky stated: Wes. you should recognize some of the pictures here! When I took them out
of their frames your name was on the back of some of them!
Cheryl Dumas Kim: Ah what a great group of guys! What a lot of great memories!

Center Line Police Dept. 1970s Photographer Wes Arnold posted by Kim Meduvsky
Sue Grobbel Davidson stated: Front and center is my uncle Mark Grobbel, City Commissioner.
Robin Reiterman-Dare Front row 3rd from left is my Uncle Ralph Reiterman.
Note we need a Left to Right list here folks help me
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Comments about Schools
Wes Arnold stated: Bert Hazen and Harold Stilwell did a fine history and published it in their Silver
Anniversery book. It had a few things lacking and I tried to research them and hit a roadblock when
the nice folks at the Admin building couldn't put their hands on the old records. I also visited districts
and compiled more history of area schools you can see in my books. Check the index for page
numbers. I have compiled over 10,000 pages of local history and have indexed it. The index is 433
pages long and growing. Since then Mike Grobbel has done some excellent research on our area
schools as follows here:
Schools by Mike Grobbel "why part of CL residents were sent to Lincoln and part of Warren were sent
to CL" has to do with the one-room school district boundaries that pre-dated the formation of Center
Line's village and city limits. Scroll down on this page to view the Van Dyke public school district
boundary map: http://www.schooldigger.com/go/MI/district/34680/search.aspx Zoom out on the
interactive map to see the Center Line public school district boundaries. The CLPS and VDPS districts
trace their origins to Warren Twp. School Districts No. 2 and No. 5, respectively. Districts 2 and 5
started out as one-room schoolhouses that were located at Ten Mile and Sherwood and Nine Mile and
Hoover, respectively. The one-room schools were supported by taxes on the farmers and landowners
within walking distance of those schools. While these were still rural areas, the landowners along the
boundary could petition to change districts and since the taxable value was minimal, these requests
were usually granted and resulted in some boundary areas that have irregular shapes (such as down
Sherwood and Conner). Once the districts started building new graded schools and abandoned their
one-room schoolhouses (as No. 2 did in 1922 - before Center Line became a village), they were
reluctant to allow any more boundary changes. The 40 acres of farmland where Kramer Homes was
built during WW II did not have a farmhouse on it as late as 1916. The 40 acre farm directly south of
that parcel had its farmhouse on Stephens, which meant they were closer to the No.5 school than the
No.2 school. All the farms to the west of these two parcels had their farmhouses on Van Dyke and they
were closer to the No. 2 school.
Golf courses Warren Area Note GM Tech Center was built partly on a golf course and farms.
Wes Arnold stated: The Beverly Hills Golf area was bought out by GM when it built its Tech Center in
the 1950s.
Chris Blicharz stated: We actually would ride our bikes through the drain
Richard Clark So which of you was poisoned by shagging golf balls out of Red Run Drain as it passed
through Maple Lane Golf Course? Used to make a nice bit of pocket cash over there during summers in
the mid '70s.
Laura Rimmell Sporea stated: I remember an old man collecting those golf balls for years. I swear he
lived in his old car. He was there every single day. He must have made a fortune. This was in the 70's.
One day he was gone and we never saw him again. Every time I make a trip back to MI I think about
that old man.
Jesse York Guilty
Jesse York stated: Used to wash them off in the restroom at the clubhouse and sell them in the parking
lot.
Richard Clark stated: '73 through '76, I was under the footbridge closest to 14 Mile Rd. One time I was
standing out on an island that had appeared because of low water levels that year and got nailed in the
forehead by an incoming ball.
Richard Mataczynski I did
Mark Neumann stated: Just to let you know, there's no truth to the rumor that contact with the Red Run
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will make you hair fall out.
Tim Romanow stated: We rode our bikes up there and fished out golf balls all the time. Best was getting one that just splashed down and then selling it back to the lousy golfer for a quarter. Also my first
full time job there..started washing dishes in the clubhouse the day I turned 16. 2.20 an hour. 40 hours
per week that summer. 80 dollars net. I was rolling!
Scott Bird stated: Did the same thing at Ryan near 19 mile made good money always got yelled at by
some golfers but most of them would buy their balls back lol great memories 5
Philip Corrado stated: I was yes made good money
There a few private golf layouts around and some Put-Put courses on Van Dyke

Music Links by request.
The Old time expressions and memories that follows this is very popular but is 39 pages long so
plug in your internet and click on some of these to enjoy nice old time music while you peruse the
expressions and memories that follow. Old Time Music was an enjoyable part of our history. Here
are a few. If you have an Internet connection hooked up you can do a Ctrl+ Click to play the music.
YouTube videos change addresses so if you find one has moved just copy and paste the title into the
YouTube search box and you will find the new location.
Star spangled Banner with Boston Pops
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1U5SGSr6kXY
America The Beautiful- Frank Sinatra
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jMC_0pxYDWI
God Bless America - Celine Dion
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WXLQ2RPLO78

My Country Tis of Thee with lyrics on screen, nice
This Land is Your Land Arlo Guthrie
My Country BEAUTIFUL
Grand Canyon

6 minutes of flying thru Grand Canyon with nice music

World Trade Center Fountain and music

short 1 minute

Havasu Falls under a minute of the most beautiful falls in the world Wonderful
Times They Are a Changing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yw7PJGGVziU
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Blowin in the wind
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ld6fAO4idaI&list=RDLd6fAO4idaI

If I had a hammer Peter Paul and Mary
Puff the Magic Dragon 1966
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y7lmAc3LKWM&list=RDY7lmAc3LKWM

This Land is Your Land Arlo Guthrie
Inaugural This Land is Your Land
Try a little Kindness
America-Why I love her; John Wayne
Star Spangled Banner
Star Spangled Banner Full Version with Lyrics on Screen
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jAYPN-1Yjt0

Put a Little Love in Your Heart
America The Beautiful nice

kids singing with lyrics

United States Armed Forces Medley and other Military music
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tnFGc5r9bJE&index=7&list=RDAJlNw0myBG4

Where Have All The Flowers Gone
You can be a Beacon
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mYkAJesUP94&list=RDmYkAJesUP94
Donna Fargo - The Happiest Girl In the Whole USA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kMXAMR28nq0&index=3&list=RDmYkAJesUP94
Donna Fargo- "United States of America" (U.S. of A.)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85RFj3TwcAw&list=RDmYkAJesUP94&index=21

Battle Cry of Freedom and other older songs
Support Our Troops

nice music, sort tribute to our soldiers
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Inch by Inch

Arlo Guthrie The Garden Song and more

Amazing! Christmas Canon -Trans-Siberian Orchestra
Trans Siberian Orchestra The Ghosts Of Christmas Eve
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eAODpLKZULA&list=RDfswqRP5haaE&index=47
Carol of the Bells - Trans-Siberian Orchestra
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GufRiBUZQPc&list=RDfswqRP5haaE&index=27
Trans-Siberian Orchestra - Requiem (The Fifth)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DsxzBCr2zNM&index=23&list=RDfswqRP5haaE
Trans-Siberian Orchestra 11-30-13 Las Vegas NV - Complete Concert
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Sqxc7CwzyM&index=2&list=RDfswqRP5haaE
Trans-Siberian Orchestra November 29th, 2014 Highlights
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=odUNw--8n08&index=43&list=RDfswqRP5haaE
TRANS-SIBERIAN ORCHESTRA - Live Columbia 2013
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fswqRP5haaE
Trans Siberian Orchestra The Ghosts Of Christmas Eve
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eAODpLKZULA&list=RDfswqRP5haaE&index=47
Christmas Eve/ Sarajevo [Timeless Version]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MHioIlbnS_A&index=15&list=RDfswqRP5haaE
Trans Siberian Orchestra - Ghosts of Christmas Eve PBS Special 2012 11 28
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BMDisaX1nvk&index=20&list=RDfswqRP5haaE

Christmas 'Round The World (Neil Sedaka)
Johnny Cash This Land America
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yjyzeUHu4b0

Leroy Anderson-Fiddle Faddle
78 rpm -Typewriter
Plink Plank Plunk
Syncopated Clock (Leroy Anderson)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q6vvkXd9GRw
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Leroy Anderson's A Christmas Festiva
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MkGmBG1-Kh8
Swingin' Safari
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X6bsoyT86LE&list=RDX6bsoyT86LE

Simple Gifts 1
That Happy Feeling
Bert Kaempfert - Sentimental Journey
Green Onions

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WB5VD_Z5Zvg
Frank Mills Music box dancer
Peter Piper
Frank Mills Happy Song
Poet and I - Frank Mills
In The Good Old Summertime
Yankee Doodle
Symphony, Auld Lang Syne
Memorial
Ludwig Van Beethoven-- Ode to Joy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hdWyYn0E4Ys

Johann Pachelbel Canon Piano (George Winston)
Pachelbel Canon - Boston Pops Orchestra
Just good music Band of Brothers
10 beautiful soundtracks from 10 beautiful movies
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Battle of New Orleans http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=59Lk0DZDaL8
The Ballad of Davy Crockett http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QAVN_n0PljQ
Auld Lang Syne Fireplace http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ujX9mfWpJug

Red Skelton's Pledge of Allegiance

WOW

Pete Seeger Last Night I Had the Strangest Dream
Pete Seeger You've got to walk that Lonesome Valley
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s503kQ6Aru8&list=RDs503kQ6Aru8#t=57

Power of Song
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tuJH--epHiU
Give Peace A Chance

John Philip Sousa "Stars and Stripes Forever".
John Philip Sousa marches
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1PizaJJQgto&index=2&list=PL95967C4751A3E24C
BALLAD OF THE GREEN BERETS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m5WJJVSE_BE&list=RDm5WJJVSE_BE
BATTLE HYMN OF THE US REPUBLIC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iza1wMzJN_I&list=RDIza1wMzJN_I
Which side are you on? Pete Seeger
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5iAIM02kv0g&list=RD8HOIyqXIc8Q&index=7
When Johnny Come Marching Home - Song of the American Civil War (1861 -1865)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nRJB036ev2Q&index=5&list=RDIza1wMzJN_I

Like to Teach The World to Sing
multi artists This Land is your Land
How the West Was Won Theme
The Longest Day Theme
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Theme A Summer Place
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rt7SPm7N6D8&list=RDrt7SPm7N6D8
Mission Impossible
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XAYhNHhxN0A&list=RDXAYhNHhxN0A

Movie themes medley
Bugler's Holiday L Anderson
Trumpeter's Lullaby
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yh7xHDE5j-g&list=RDYh7xHDE5j-g

Blue Tango by Leroy Anderson
Pete Seeger Inch by Inch
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u90qRE2F7CM&list=RD8HOIyqXIc8Q&index=8
Fiddle Music

Fiddle Medley

.

Fiddling Around
9 year old fiddler
Soldiers Joy Violin
Tennessee Waltz - Fiddle
St. Anne's Reel,1852 Kentucky Style
Soldier's Joy fiddle tune Hillar Bergman. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=628NwInWFko

Ring of Fire JC WN.
The Lion Sleeps Tonite.
Bonanza Opening Theme
Liberty
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Unchained Melody Righteous Brothers
Ben E King+ Juke Stand By Me(1987)
. The Tennessee Waltz Patti Page 1950
I walk the Line
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rtA07iTRhco&list=RDrtA07iTRhco#t=24
SLEIGH RIDE John Williams & The Boston Pops and more
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OATi34PKNPw&list=RDOATi34PKNPw
Petula Clark Downtown
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zx06XNfDvk0
Weavers Re-union Concert - Get up and go
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MuAUG-AxweQ&feature=related

MickyMouseClub

Great Music. To hear it click on the blue links Music-Video Jukebox just click to play many
hits including hits from 1930s-1990s http://1959bhsmustangs.com/videojukebox.htm

Remember When - Back to the 50's & 60's
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9nH154inZQ
The above also has great fotos from the 1960s The Official 60's Site-Silly Songs of the 50s and 60s

Silly Songs of the 50s 60s. (parody and novelty songs we will never forget). Growing up in the 50s
and 60swas a great experience and left me with memories galore. I listened to music almost the entire
day if I wasn't outside doing something else.
http://www.the60sofficialsite.com/Silly_Songs_of_the_50s_and_60s.html
911 Museum inside
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ppoBxBTHXnI
More video links History Videos etc.
http://dogoodforall.today/
Science Videos
http://easiestlanguage.info/it.html
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The Easiest Language to save lives around the world
http://easiestlanguage.info/
Send me your comments and suggestions
wecare@dogoodforall.today

Old Expressions used by us Old Timers
Profes Wes stated: What follows is the most responded to of any topic on Facebook. It was started by
Pam and took off like a rocket. Note if you want to see the table turned just listen to the expressions of
your grandchildren. They have another new vocabulary. It seems each generation adds new expressions and idioms as languages grow.
Pamela Marquardt stated:
LETS TALK ABOUT SOME OF THE WORDS ARE WORD WE USED BACK IN THE DAY !
Pamela Marquardt BOUGE
Cj Machala cuddies
Phillips Bobby Joe thats dope
Mark Portell Dude
Susan Devoy Greaser..
Pamela Marquardt gross
Carol Watson Lyons that's bogue …
Phillips Bobby Joe he is such a burn out
Mark Portell Stoner
Pamela Marquardt far out man , can you dig it.
Tony Gervasi Lol my brother was a frat...
Susan Devoy Mini Skirts..
Kurt Romberger Fox
Tony Gervasi Faaaar out man.
Pamela Marquardt GOOD ONE
Jackie Marvin NEATO
Tony Gervasi Right on
Pamela Marquardt lets blow this pop stand
Gerald Murphy That would be far out
Lisa Cattaneo-Boska The bomb
Pamela Marquardt nice complement DUDE ....
Tony Gervasi Groovy... as said a billion times on the Brady Bunch.
Pamela Marquardt im bumbed out
Marie Caruso Far out! J
Kurt Romberger Dude.
Karen Witherspoon Glutting He/she is a Nark!
Joyce Turchetti For Sure!
Pamela Marquardt chech this out or check it out
Maureen Purcell-Ruiz Cobbed (stolen)
Pamela Marquardt of course, cool
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Lisa Langford Make love not war
Pamela Marquardt bombed out
Lisa Langford Hunk
Phillips Bobby Joe this page is the bomb Dude i was told its neato so i said right on can you dig it
peace .
Veronique Maddox Nark! Kool!
Victor Kinney Thats Crude Man!
Victor Kinney Rouch!!!!!
Tony Webb Party hearty
Tom Seubert grody to the max.
Pamela Marquardt narly?
Pamela Marquardt stoned fox
Cj Machala groovy
Melissa Klekotka As if! Total Betty!
Sheila Wicklund Brookins bogue
Tony Webb Rip off
Bob Devine she's foxy
Mark Portell Tripped out
Pamela Marquardt copped a feel,COPPED .
Bonnie Garschagen Phillips Bash..
Bob Devine Dude I made it to second base
Jacqui Brann "Hey stoned fox!" we used to say that in school. lol" I also always said dude or man.
Lynn Manion bogue
Bob Devine Don't Bogart the joint
Pamela Marquardt totally
Pamela Marquardt lets book
Pamela Marquardt dig that
Pamela Marquardt can ya dig it
Jacqui Brann I remember bogue, lets book
Steve Hemphill RIGHT ON .
Janice Fouchia Lekich Far out, bogue, cool, everything ending with man. Far out man, that's so bogue,
man, that's cool, man.
Wendy Dawn Ding a ling
Bob Devine One word I heard a lot growing up.. You're grounded
Jill Andrea Cool hot guys no suckers allowed here! LOL Cause us groovy foxy chicks dig em.
Ron Belanger You hoser
Bonnie Garschagen Phillips Awesome though i use that daily
Chuck Marwick I was square in the middle of the 80's Metal scene, so EVERYTHING was "DUDE!
Took me years to stop saying it in every other sentence!
Bob Devine Totally groovy
Bob Devine Far out
Lynne Sowa Damn straight
Paula Heatlie Frolka Keep on truckin' !
Jacqui Brann Oh yeah I still say Cool alot!
Salvatore Antoino Marone Totally....Knarly!!!
Cindy Roback The Establishment
Cindy Roback Old Fogies
Carla Sunseri puppy, Bomb out, pudwack, highon, dexter
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Linda Donila Krstich White fuddy duddy
Lynn Warf Rice Bogue or bogart
Marie Caruso Pig latin Igpay atinlay
Lynn Warf Rice Burn outs or stoners vs jocks
Bonnie Garschagen Phillips Carla Sunseri..pudwack... LMAO
Todd White Wicked
Todd White G.I.Q.
Christine Poppy Bombed aka cool
Tresa Day Gordon Rockers
Victor Kinney Olympia Bubble Kegs of beer, we used to cut them out with faces carved into them and
wear them over our heads Jammin!, while drinking them of course!
Tony Gervasi Get Bent!
Todd White Pine Knob
Tony Gervasi yo mama... � �
Anita Bilicki Fitzpatrick I'm just bombin around
Anna Mead Here comes the pigs (cops)
Monica Zapawa-Keyhole "He's a FOX!"
Monica Zapawa-Keyhole "Can you dig it?"
Monica Zapawa-Keyhole "Who smoked out?" - as in, why is so much tire smoke in the air
Monica Zapawa-Keyhole "Wheely"
Lynne Sowa Wasn't it banana seat?
Monica Zapawa-Keyhole "you're freaking me out!"
Monica Zapawa-Keyhole "Blow me"
Monica Zapawa-Keyhole "this is such a drag!!!"
Perry Phillips GET DOWN!!!
Karen Seghi Burnout jock nerdi
Richard Mataczynski Dude Man
Rose Buccellato Killer--really cool. As in, "That teacher was really killer."
Tony Gervasi What a trip.
Sarah Schemansky Wicked
Debby Mazalouskas Shanks Groovey man & far out !!
Lynne Sowa Straight up
Steven Harris What a drag, man.
Steven Harris Hey hoser !
Yvette Gerace A dufus or a pud or s*ck me! LOL
Yvette Gerace I think "man" and "cool" will go on for eternity.
Yvette Gerace Doob/Doobie
Yvette Gerace He/She pulled a boagie on me = did something really wrong or bad
Robert Granata Mashing as in making out
Yvette Gerace Not sure if this is old but I have not heard it used in many years - 5 finger discount
Tommy Urban Hey, I'm gonna "book"
Julie Casbar-Duncan beatnick
Cindy Roback Boonesfarm
Cj Machala googenflopper------mans penis
Tony Gervasi Square
Daniel Grove Awesome dude
Kathleen Dimaggio Biliti Nark
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Diane Keith Groovy, cool
Neil Lollar Rad gnarley awesome
Neil Lollar Bogus
Neil Lollar Then in the lte 80s early 90s the ever so popular dope.
Neil Lollar Yvette Gerace Boss is my middle name...no shit, true story.
Frank Pilato Lets ball. (Sex)
Judith Green Budzinski Chump
Angel Nowicki Shannon All tenses of the word Pud, pudley, pudwacker, lol! Bogue, stogie, got a doob?
Fred Kauer Bodacious
Todd Mizerski cya-i gotta book
Keith Bladecki Don't Bogart the doobie man!!!
Lonnie Campbell Bouge is deff still used today. It means your dope sick, or going through opiate withdrawals. ie "I havents used since last night, I'm bouge as hell".
Linda Dalea Mcv How about "sure Phil" when someone was "joshin" you?
Frank Intravaia "going-together"
Frank Intravaia cyked
Frank Intravaia way out
Eric Montroy keep on truckin'
Corinne Aguilar Huba huba. Man be tied.
Rosemarie Marshall Used to say a cute guy was a fox
Thomas Zielke Fag
Corinne Aguilar Yep what a fox.
Joe Sugameli I'm hip
Kathy Lashley That's Kick Ass...
Bill Furister Time to split. J
Denise Havrilla Teceno Pardon my french.....F'n ay! Lol
Joe Sugameli Burn out and jockey
Kathleen Bowers you are out of your tree
Kathi Shrum Frats and greasers
Tommy Urban Dratts
Tommy Urban Dang
Tommy Urban Shittin bricks
Tony Orlando dude
Kevin Wasik dube
Sue Terranova Aldea Someone cut the cheese
Lisa Yourdan Williams My sister used to say "bag it" all the time lol.
Sharon Osak Bummer
Lynn Smith "gross me out"... "bogue"... I had a "leather" (coat)... "chump"... "take a hit off of...."...
"scag", "fox", "Burnout", ....
Pamela J. Lambert Wow bitchin'
Christine Poppy How about chugga boots?
Tom Alfes Zot!
Grace Peck Groovy
Julie A Moskal cool
Sharon Osak How about getting "Going Steady" rings
Francis Patrick Lubomski dork
Kathy Lashley "If the vans a rockin, don't come knockin"
Gail Winkel Dude
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Sandy Hopton-Brasil Bogart
Kathy Lashley "WHATEVER"
Linda Mateja Ridella Let's book
Tonya Balas Syke! That's Retarded. You're a scrub. Bad-ass! My Boo. On the D.L.
Linda Mateja Ridella Sleeze or sleezy referring to loose girls.
Linda Mateja Ridella Bouge
Colleen Tebo Bombed
Jan L. Ollila boque
Linda Mateja Ridella Some guys had those stickers that said cash, grass or ass no one ride for free.
Linda Mateja Ridella Remember earth shoes from the 70's?
Lisa Vavro Fox
Lynn Johnson I still have my DREAD card
Mary Robles Groovy
Mary Robles Wasted
Nedrick Hunch Don't use "back in the day"
Nedrick Hunch I live in Warren. But I didn't grow up here. I don't know where I grew up.. Somewhere
on that road.
Barbara Burgess Kimball Ghetto Blaster!
Barbara Burgess Kimball that can mean radio OR a car...
Terry Hubbard The Fuz or take it easy.
Dorothy Brooks Chile
Terry Hubbard Fine.
Anna F. Bozyk "Going with"...as in Going Steady.
Denise Saputo GROSS!
Anna F. Bozyk "Old Jalopy" (Car)
Denise Saputo chill
Anna F. Bozyk "Ticked off" for Mad
Don Raczak Squares....for cigarettes.
Sharon Osak 8 track
Don Raczak Boogie....for leaving.
Anna F. Bozyk "It's a gas".
Yvette Gerace Wow mannnnn, no one's said nerd yet! LOL
I think the expression (above) is "Don't bogart that joint" a song followed by "pass it on over to me. and
a song we made up at school, (shhhhh) cotton mouth, co co co cotton mouth, oh what a drag, just aint
my bag.
Don Raczak Have to "book" also means leaving quick..
Anna F. Bozyk PEACE!
Don Raczak Cheezin....smiling.
Yvette Gerace what a yutz
Don Raczak Keep on truckin...
Debby Mazalouskas Shanks Wow Lynn Smith-----U nailed it !!! hahaha
Kevin Nadai Tubular, and also calling everyone a f@g and every thing "totally g@y" without knowing
what that meant. Okay, flame me -- but you know we did.
Don Raczak Heavy...deep
Don Raczak Solid........understood.
Debby Mazalouskas Shanks Can't we all just get along ??? !!!
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Don Raczak Natural.......hair. Ok, got that one from the brothers in the service...I still use that
one..sounded cool as heck.
Janice Mieczkowski whatever
Don Raczak Hey babe..be back to pick you up later......from the old commercial with the microphone
you tuned to a radio station.
Sharon Osak What a "Fox"
Kim Quintero grody to the max
Don Raczak Slide on over.....meaning I will come by.
Don Raczak Give me some skin......handshake.
Don Raczak Keep on truckin......walking.
Yvette Gerace called lots of stuff gay (still do) which to me just means silly. It's called a homonym
words that sound alike but have different meanings and/or spellings. We didn't have to worry so much
in the 70's about offending people like we do today - it' was all peace & love and 'the kids are alright'.
(then again if you were gay or different you didn't dare admit it let alone live it publicly) About the biggest change I'm glad isn't like it was in the 70's and 80's are bullying issues. I believe there is still a
very long way to go with that issue. It's still about the only issue left in schools today that the schools
still want or tend to want to sweep under the rug.
Kim Quintero gag me with a spoon
Don Raczak The word "Gay" meant to be happy in the day. There were even songs about it..I feel
pretty and witty and gay". Old movies use it all of the time. The word itself didn't change, but some
folks decided to use it to describe their lifestyle.
Gail Ryan What a putz.
Kim Quintero gnarley
Susan Moreno Thats right slick!
Gail Ryan Make love not war.
Susan Moreno Still use Thats Cool
Holly Krstich Bummer trip, heavy sigh
Rose Buccellato Oh my god, that homework was a bite!
Karen Brown Becovic Ha, Gail Ryan...I use to say "putz" all the time !...Thanks for the reminder !...
Mark Senkowski Foxy
Yvette Gerace I'll buy, you fly
Karen Brown Becovic Let's ditch this popcicle stand.
Joanie Stolberg I think FOX was the most used in middle n high school.
Yvette Gerace Smooth move ex lax
VM LeBarre Chick
Steven Harris Bummer, man!
Don Raczak If I want to hear anything from the "peanut gallery", I'll spoon it from your head. When
dealing with a real idiot.
Michael Gene Langford "Far Out Man"
Rose Buccellato What's his trip, man?
Joseph Hunt " I'll catch you on the flip side "
Jill Andrea Oh who can forget the Fonz " Heeeeey" !!! Arms fold back thumbs up
Eva Spearing 'To the max' , burnout
Anita Bilicki Fitzpatrick Up your nose with a rubber hose.
Nadine Kenyon yeah, burnout,
Anita Bilicki Fitzpatrick Oh sit on it.
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Shari Clayton Handley When someone was a "STONE. Fox." we might say, "He's a BABE." When
someone asked to "hit" your "cig" and they "hot boxed" it. Or when some "bomb chick" or "cool guy"
would light up a "hoj" or a "spliff" or a "doobie" or a "bowl" in front of the school.
Anna F. Bozyk Forgot all about, "I'm sure!", lol. Thanks for the blast from the past!
Don Raczak LOL...Anna! That was our sarcastic word for what the kids used later today what..everrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
Gregory Ciavattone Hey! Let's make like Gordy and get the PUCK out of here!!!!
Don Raczak Here is a word..I thought I invented years ago in my teens...maybe I didn't because an insurance agent said this yesterday to me...."Fantabulous". Which was a mix of fabulous and fantastic. I
wonder if anyone else said that?
Shari Clayton Handley Thought of some more LOL ... If someone was "freaking out" about sometimes,
we'd sarcastically say, "Hey ... main-TAIN." If you were cheated, you'd say, "What a RIP." If you'd
overindulged, you'd say, "Man, I am FRIED." If someone was forgetful or absent-minded or wierd,
we'd say, "Whoa. That chick is out to lunch", or "Wow. What a rita." If you wanted to get fancy, sometimes a doobie could be called a "doob-wah". We had very delineated group identities: Jocks, Burnouts
(Burnies, Fryers, Partiers), Brains, Pures, Dweebs, Nerds. If we were officially dating someone, we
were "going with" him. And our parents would inevitably ask, "Going where?", to which we would roll
our eyes into the very backs of our heads. We went to "hall parties". If someone was "bogue", we'd call
him a "bogart". This may have just been a Cousino thing: As a good-natured putdown to our FEMALE
friends, we'd call them a dick.
Anna F. Bozyk If someone was distracted, daydreaming, or not paying attention, how about, "Earth to
Sally, or Debbie, or Matthew", or whatever. (Wonder if that phrase originated from Space Odyssey?)
Don Raczak If you forgot something..or where you put something..you "spaced it"!
Anna F. Bozyk Or you were "Spaced Out".
Don Raczak You are on my "freq", Anna! Lol
Mike Moss Can you dig man?
Michael Maroney For real
Anna F. Bozyk Peachy Keen, lol!
Anna F. Bozyk When something was good, it was "Wild".
Don Raczak Oh man, Anna...and if something was sorta uncool..it was "Narly"
April Welch Marlow Let's book..
Tami Leslie Westman 'I'm wasted' when it only meant you were tired' Also, " going together."
Don Raczak When you want a favor from a friend..."Can you do me a "giant size"? You never had to
say favor..they knew what was coming. Lol
Tony Gervasi What's your deal man.
Steven J. Bono Going Steady..................
Mary Watters Bevan GIQ
Bonnie Garschagen Phillips Going with...never used the word steady..lol
Don Raczak Tony Gervasi...just had a not so deep thought..(again) It would be funny to go back into
the past..walk up to somebody from the 60's and say "Yo, whatsup wit you, gettin all up in my face".
Can you imagine how we would have reacted to something like that back then? ..Guessing...Crow
Bar..Sears and Roebuck. Lol
Tami Leslie Westman I forgot about 'fox'. The first time I heard it at age 13 I couldn't figure out what it
meant. My kids think the term is hilarious!
Pamela Marquardt mad dog 20 20
Steven J. Bono Ripple.................
Carolyn Pasternacki thats cool
Don Raczak Right on!
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Thomas Zielke boss
Don Raczak Sock it to me!
Maureen Purcell-Ruiz Bogue (sp?)
Joyce Gowesky Clair Bogus
Richard Mataczynski Babes
Sheila Frazier Green Jive turkey
Aimee Charbeneau NOT. Bogue, Dude, Narc, Barf me out, Kick ass, Gag me with a SPOON, Nerd
(and I hung with the nerd-herd), airhead, BFF, No doy?Dweeb, I kid you not, Hoser, Bag your face,
Dickweed, Head banger, later days better lays, mall rat, Barf-o-rama, Mosh, spaz, Tard, Where's the
Beef! January 23 at 6:08pm · Edited3
Pamela Marquardt wow aimee , good job. January 23 at 6:20
Joe Sugameli Up your nose with a rubber hose January 23 at 6:21
Pamela Marquardt im trippin big time. January 23 at 6:22
Joseph Hunt When staring at someone that made no sense , they'd say " Take a picture; it lasts longer ".
Carolyn Perhogan Mcadam Buzz off!
Thomas Zielke Left handed cigarette left
David Elya hitchike
David Elya "Mesc" Heard it often at parties, but never partake.
Marie Caruso Wild thang!
Anna F. Bozyk "What a drag."
Anna F. Bozyk "That's not my scene."
Don Raczak Where are you coming from?
Don Raczak "Cool your jets"!
Jeffrey Sky Shut your pie hole"
Karen Brown Becovic None of your beeswax......
Don Raczak Now we're cooking with gas!
Marie Caruso My dad slapped me for saying, "far out"!
Don Raczak That reminds me of what our parents said to us..."Don't get smart"!
Scott Crorey Wow, that's real HEAVY man! Cause this whole thread is far out!
Scott Crorey I'm gonna slide man. After all those munchies, I need to CRASH!
Marie Caruso My brother Mike had just come home from the Navy. I was listening to Steve Miller's
"To your children's children's children on my new turntable. I just got the new album! He broke it in
pieces! It was too psychedelic sounding for him!
Don Raczak I got to slide on down to the store, to cop some squares, then I will boogie back to the crib.
Marie Caruso What did beatnicks say? Kool Daddio.
Maryann Jackson Tocco Thats bitching or clam up
Dolores Chavis F**king A...
Marie Caruso You make a better door than a window!
Joe Sugameli Hey man was the past words today is hey bro lol
Don Raczak What would we think in the 50's, 60's or 70's..if someone came up and said to us " What's
up Dawg"? ..
Gary L. Payne Can't go back through all 300 but this is to the max!
Aimee Charbeneau Joe Sugameli, "in your ear with a can of beer!"
Joseph Hunt "Take a chill pill"
Don Raczak A few cards shy of a full deck.
Monica Zapawa-Keyhole Hicki
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Monica Zapawa-Keyhole DIT WIT
Delane Theofanopoulos "That really chaps my a$$"
Don Raczak Cops were "Johnny Law"
Don Raczak In the Air Force, if a guy had one kid, and his wife was pregnant..."One was on the ramp,
and one is still in the hanger".
Don Raczak "Just hold your horses...", when you are trying to make a point to somebody that is angry
at you. or slowing down somebody from acting too quickly.
Pamela Marquardt exellent dude
Joseph Hunt " Are you having a conniption ?"
Marie Caruso No, a coniption fit!
Don Raczak I was thinking the same thing, Marie..but; Joe, got a point anyway, because we never hear
the word conniption anymore...unless we say it. Lol
David K. Wallis bombed out, man
Anita Bilicki Fitzpatrick Don't have a coniption!
Anita Bilicki Fitzpatrick I don't know if it's been said. Just bombing around.
Gerald Parko Bogus
Keith Bladecki Let's blow this popsicle stand
Keith Bladecki Catch you all on the Flipside
Anita Bilicki Fitzpatrick I'm bumbin'
Anita Bilicki Fitzpatrick You're such a downer.
Monica Zapawa-Keyhole 345 responses Pam ! WOW.......!!!!!!!!
Richard Mataczynski Bummer
Cheryl Wasinski Gillis A knuckle sandwich
Tony Gervasi Smokin' a doob while watching H.R. Puffinstuff...
Corinne Aguilar Don't get your panties in a wad
Cj Machala lair-lair-pants on fire January 24 at 9:03am3 Don Raczak Don't get your bowels in an uproar.
Pamela Marquardt doobey
Pamela Marquardt check it out
Joe Sugameli Let's call pipe line
Tony Gervasi Heeeere Come da judge, Here Come da judge!
Don Raczak When you want something really bad.."Pretty please..with sugar on top"
Anna Mead Let's go do doughnuts in the school parking lot
Paul E. Pluta Pigs
Thomas Zielke Disco sucks
Jeffrey Steenbergh I remember Massive, Awesome, Gnarly and Rad
Richard Mataczynski time to book
Tony Gervasi My Ol' Lady and I got pigged over by a state boy yesterday, and he let us skate. True
story, forgive my current affair please, but I thought it was appropriate for the topic.
Don Raczak Tony, I''ll let you slide, too bad Johnny Law, old smokie; pulled you over man...next time
you better roll down your window so you can smell pork a little sooner. Glad he "cut you some slack,
Jack" lol
Mary Watters Bevan Give me a break or Get off of my back
Cj Machala act like a tree and leave
Cj Machala act like a drum and beat it
Cj Machala act like a bananna and peel
Anita Bilicki Fitzpatrick I don't think Ive seen this. Peace man while flashing the Peace sign.
Anna F. Bozyk From my parents: "If everyone else jumped off a cliff, would you follow?" (I wouldn't
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have admitted it as a young teenager...but that one did give me pause to think!)
Tony Gervasi Put an egg in your shoe and beat it!
Mary Watters Bevan I've got 1st dibs
Pamela Marquardt i get front seat
Pamela Marquardt i smell bacon ! (police)
Tony Gervasi Shotgun!
Catherine Lempinen Gag me with a spoon that was gross what a dork
Thomas Zielke Roll the window up
Anna F. Bozyk I remember fighting for the front seat, and my kids doing the same!
Renee Gauthier Wainscott Nark!
Thomas Zielke Fuzz
Tony Gervasi Great big gobs of greasy grimy gopher guts, mutilated monkey meat, roasty toasty
birdies feet, all mixed up in a pool of blood..... Aaaand I forgot my spoon. Or something like that.
Anna F. Bozyk "Ollie Ollie Oxen Free!"
Pamela Vercruysse O'Brien Mellow......meaning "cool" I took it directly from the DJ's on WCHB AM
1440 and it only played R & B. It went off the air at dusk and their sister station WCHD FM 105.9
played ALL/ONLY Jazz and eventually became WJZZ. I was in a HUGE minority audien
Pamela Vercruysse O'Brien Great big gobs of greasy, grimy gopher guts, mutilated monkey meat, little
bloody birdie's feet. Great big gobs of greasy grimy gopher guts and me without a spoon. Ah yes, that's
the version we knew and loved in my neighborhood !
Carol Ann Rafalko Make like a baby and head out.
Carol Ann Rafalko Shake it, but don't break it!
Carol Ann Rafalko Look at the swing on that back porch.
Carol Ann Rafalko How's it hangin'..
Carol Ann Rafalko What a creep!
Carol Ann Rafalko COOTIES !
Carol Ann Rafalko Nice rack!
Carol Ann Rafalko Swell. (Old one)
Don Raczak Gay.....Happy (talk about an old one)
Gale Kowalski-Crorey Rad, Groovy, Hip, Keen, Greaser, Frat, Hippie, Freak
Cheryl Wasinski Gillis Lol
Cheryl Wasinski Gillis I put you in this world, ill
Cheryl Wasinski Gillis Take you out
Don Raczak Lip service. When someone is complaining.
Joseph Reasons Did anyone contribute "boss?"
Don Raczak I am not sure, Joe. Boss works, though. It has a different context today though..I get called
that, every time I go to a gas station or party store. Lol
Greg Czar Let's book
Anita Bilicki Fitzpatrick Tony Gervasi pass me the. ... dagnabit I dont remember the last two words.
Pamela Vercruysse O'Brien We gotta "make it" when someone is going to leave. I can actually remember a "cool" older guy saying this to me when I was in 9th grade because it was so "corny". He said
play (the record) STAY (by Maurice Williams) cause we gotta "make it". I thought it was so dumb
coming from this cool guy that I've remembered it ALL these many years. I guess we find out how
crazy the memory works on this site FOR SURE!!
Sandy Bono Crisman Killer, flybacks, bell bottoms, hot pants.
Joseph Reasons Can't read back through all of them but frats, jocks, burnouts, pets, brown nosers, and
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for us every ethnic group had its own name and we didn't think much of it. Narc's, beatniks. And what I
will never forget because the language fascinates me were the sayings that were coined and only used
in the community like Larry Bowman. The first time I heard that and my students told me about it I
couldn't stop laughing because I didn't know the person
Janey Bungart Greasers, Groovy...
Joseph Reasons Some of the guys will remember they had to have some "points."
Joseph Reasons A lot of guys will also remember when Coach Drath would refer to swansons.
Janey Bungart Al Drath called my brother Zeno....he named his brown lab, Zeno...
Patty Theakston Bough.....Daddy used to tease me mercilessly!
Michael Maroney A swing like should be on my porch. With a spread like that I'd raise çattle. Dump
the chump. Chump, rat fink,
Don Raczak I don't know why, but rat fink, just hit my funny bone. I have not heard that one in years.
Good one, Michael.!
Kathy Johnson How about "drop a dime on him/them/her
Don Raczak I'm not sure when I picked that one up, but; it is one of my favorites. Lol
Kathy Johnson blow this pop stand!
Don Raczak I think our term for that was "ratted out"..drop a dime sounds cooler. Lol
Don Raczak This one..I never used as a kid...I think it is was a southern phrase, that my ex father in law
used..."That will put a sprague in the wheel". Meaning to stop someone or yourself from moving forward.
Frank Intravaia we went to a bash (party) last night
Don Raczak I was reminded of another word today....."Jonesing". Like withdrawing from something...
Joseph Hunt " monkey see monkey do " ?
Kim Federle Bogart
Joseph Hunt "Want a pop ? " So unique to Warren word-isms that " Detroit 187 " edited it to 'soda'.
That's the ticket.
Les Adkins hey i still say pop
Les Adkins thank you and please
Lisa Haberl Thats bogue!
Monica Zapawa-Keyhole Monkey balls
Bill Russ Far Out!!
Libby Manian Let's split!
Thomas Zielke Right on
Susanna Roberts Goolsby Get Bent!
Don Raczak Take it to the bank!.....aka...believe me.
Deborah Urban Washnak These are great...remember most of them. Don Raczak, wasn't that Robert
Blake's saying in Baretta?
Don Raczak Which one, Deborah? The "Jonesing" comment?
Tony Gervasi I believe Baretta was "don't do the crime if ya can't do the time".
Deborah Urban Washnak You can take that to the bank.... I am pretty sure he said that a lot. January 26
Tony Gervasi Awesome
Don Raczak I think you are right about that, Deborah.
Tony Gervasi Im to young to remember that show...lol
Don Raczak Of course...but this came much later for us..."Do you feel lucky? Well, do ya punk"? lol
Does not belong here..but, that is just too cool to leave out anyway.
Deborah Urban Washnak Clint Eastwood...Dirty Harry!
Lana Knezek Dugan That's bogue!
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Lana Knezek Dugan Awesome
Lana Knezek Dugan Gnarly
Lana Knezek Dugan Radical
Pamela Marquardt make my day
Joseph Hunt " Step on a crack, break your mothers back ".
Carol Ann Rafalko Make me! You want to make me ?
Don Raczak OHHHH Carol....how did we miss that one!!!! lol
Marion Thomas Sit in it!
Marion Thomas Sit on it!
Fred Kauer Doobie¡
Dave DeClark Sr. Lets get BAKED!...
Tony Gervasi Wake n' bake..� �
Catherine Lempinen Sit on it and rotate
Don Raczak By request..and rightfully so...I had to delete a few comments, because they were just too
off color, crude or... needless swearing..albeit; some we may have used back in the day. If we can recall
the 99% clean ones..that is good enough. Thanks..
Beverly Gail Little It's a roit..that's bad..groovy...chill...greasers...frats..making out...and mellow.
Darlene Goch Hang loose
Anita Bilicki Fitzpatrick Peace man. Flip the Peace sign. instead of saying "Hi"
Tony Gervasi Awww shucks the dirty ones make me blush...hyuck..hyuck.
Nancy Butler "A few bricks short of a load", "Missing some cups out of his cabinet", and "You don't
have to go to Hell to preach about it.!"
Tony Gervasi Don't let the door hit ya where the good lord split ya.
Darlene Goch You've got to stretch your dollar
Lisa Haberl Hang tight
Tony Gervasi Get down, get funkaaay.
Jeff Badboi as the parental units would say- You'll be on the Outside lookin' in! Lmao..
Jeff Badboi ..and does a bear go in the woods..lol
Patricia Johnson foxy lady
Christine M McDonald crack the window
Patricia Holloway right on!, Keep on truckin' and I still call it POP!
Linda Mateja Ridella Beam me up scottie
Don Raczak "Sticks and stones may break my bones, but names will never hurt me." (really old..now
you can soak the chump for defamation. Lol)
Lisa Paladino Olejniczak No dice! Like oh my god!!
Lisa Paladino Olejniczak Gag me with a spoon!
Scott Crorey "Shut your trap/yap"
Joseph Reasons Right there Herbie. (Accompanied by an obscene gesture)
Jeff Badboi What In Tarnation?? lol..
Tina Connors-Sittaro Looks at Jeff Badboi
Jeff Badboi What? When? Where?
Lisa Paladino Olejniczak Smooth move ex lax!
Thomas Zielke Slug bug
Catherine Lempinen No slugs back
Paul E. Pluta Shake, beans, and lumber
Les Adkins cool beans
Sharon Moore-Karkocinski Be for realCharles Devin Bennett im booking
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Carol Ann Rafalko "No way man"
Carol Ann Rafalko "He's so fine"
Tony Gervasi Bad A**
Don Raczak Take a hike!
Anna Mead knukle sandwhich
Charles Devin Bennett why i outa
Charles Devin Bennett thats boss
Charles Devin Bennett bummer
Anna Mead This is not nice but my sister say you are a scag
Les Adkins lol
Beverly Gail Little Cowabunga
Thomas Zielke nanu nanu
Don Raczak Live long and prosper.
Jill Andrea Bogart. Don't know why that one came to me...but it did!!
Lynn Smith Who cut the cheese?
Lisa Haberl Oh YA, swag, lol
Joseph Hunt I think we've covered them all. I'll toss in "Take Off You Hoser "
Darlene Goch Oh geezzzzz
Anita Bilicki Fitzpatrick Let's rap.
Don Raczak Can you dig it?
Kathy Johnson Why yes, I can!
Don Raczak Solid
Kathy Johnson Grooovy, man!
Anita Bilicki Fitzpatrick Oooo hard woman. My sister who was about 3 said that to my mother when
another sister was getting in trouble. The rest of us started laughing and got in trouble.
Don Raczak I learned a very very very bad word, when my buddy and I were playing catch in a field.
Some older kids were saying it. We never heard that phrase before. We laughed and laughed. We went
home to our parents and said that phrase.. ------ you! The next day, we discussed what a bad word that
must have been. Was not pretty. Lol
Patricia Ciluffo Wish I had been a fly on the wall for that discussion!! lol!
Patricia Holloway Cool, and I still say it
Patricia Ciluffo That's cool Patricia Holloway!!! lol! I say it too!
Don Raczak Deep thought..(well for me it is) The next time I swat a fly, I will remember that a "dead
fly tells no tales"!
Carol Ann Rafalko Can you dig it !
Carol Ann Rafalko Cool beans
Carol Ann Rafalko Jerk!!!
Carol Ann Rafalko Put the pedal to the metal!
Carol Ann Rafalko Gas is on the right !!!
Don Raczak Have to fill up, running on vapors.
Carol Ann Rafalko I'm so broke, I can't pay attention
Carol Ann Rafalko I need some coin....
Anna F. Bozyk Be there, or be square.
Anna F. Bozyk He's a cool cat.
Anna F. Bozyk "She tickles me." (Talking about a cute kid).
Don Raczak That's really "heavy". (deep)
Paul Rozman Psychedelic!
Fred Walters groovy
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Charles Devin Bennett smitten
Charles Devin Bennett keen
Charles Devin Bennett out of site
Charles Devin Bennett daddy o
Charles Devin Bennett sock it to me
Charles Devin Bennett lay it on me baby
Paul E. Pluta I got pigged over
Tony Gervasi Doin' donuts
Tom Jovanovich Bogue
Thomas Zielke Radical
Lisa Haberl Peace, man.
Susan Moreno The devil made me do it! LOVE him
Thomas Zielke Bummer
Susan Moreno thats right SLICK
Tony Gervasi Veddy interestink, but schtoopid.
Don Raczak I know Notting..I see Notting..
Don Raczak "Let's get down" to it.
Don Raczak He got his "come upin's"
Tony Gervasi Don't make me open up a can of whoop a**
Don Raczak We didn't have Stone Cold Steve Austin then, Tony. But, that is just too cool to leave out.
Great one!!!!!!!!!!
Tony Gervasi I'm pretty sure that saying Don Raczak has been around before the Great Steve Austin. I
almost wanna say I heard it from Drill Sargents. I could be wrong, but. ...lol
Don Raczak You may be right, Tony. I was thinking.. Steve Austin, got that from somewhere..and wondering now; what the drill Sergeants have said to me...maybe not that..but bad enough. lol Great line,
though!
Don Raczak OH...that does remind me of what they did say the very first day of boot camp..which was
a line we never forgot. "Don't worry about your wives or girlfriends back home...Jody, is taking care of
her!" You just worry about ME!!! then of course..TEN HUT! And the rest is a miserable history. lol
Anita Bilicki Fitzpatrick Don't be such a downer.
Don Raczak If you were looking to get your butt kicked..you were "cruisin for a bruisin.
Tony Gervasi I was born in the morning, but not this morning.
Paul Rozman Bad or Bad to the Bone.
Joseph Hunt "I'm plastered." "Like a house by the side of the road."
Scott Crorey Better wear your 'Sunday Best'
Joseph Hunt And " tweaking " is not Tweeting.
Scott Crorey Grab the whole 'kit and caboodle'
Anita Bilicki Fitzpatrick Give me some skin. (Handshake)
Mark Senkowski Foxy chicken!
Mark Senkowski Foxy chick!
Dave DeClark Sr. Mark Senkowski did you come up with that looking at 's PHOTO???
Mark Senkowski Lol....What are you doing up so early davenport..... How ya been?
Dave DeClark Sr. Always up at 4 a habit since I was young.....
Don Raczak In that case "Filler up" !
Anna F. Bozyk My Dad used to say, "I'm going to the Sweatshop so I can bring home the bacon." (I always thought he was a welder at GM, until I visited him at work one day, and he and his buddies were
laughing and talking at their desks and eating donuts, lol.)
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Anna F. Bozyk Easy come, easy go.
Anna F. Bozyk Que Sera, Sera.
Mark Senkowski Free Press route... Huh Dave DeClark Sr.
Dave DeClark Sr. Nope started working at my dad's shop at 14 years old....
Mark Senkowski Yep.... Used to get my emissions tests CERTIFIED there Lol... Remember that.... And
a good friend of mine... Ed Rhinehardt
Dave DeClark Sr. Yep, did thousands of tests.....
Don Raczak Done those tests for me, too; Dave; as well as fixing our cars and fixing it right. We never
trusted anyone else, in our part of Warren.!
Dave DeClark Sr. Thanks Don I enjoyed helping people my Dad taught me that!!!
Scott Crorey 'Fuzzbuster' (radar detector)
Don Raczak Fuzzmobile (cop car) Song that went with it...Fuzzmobile, fuzzmobile windshield wiper,
ignition key siren to blow and sites to see..Fuzzmobile..fuzzmobile.
Linda Mary Clothesline. That's two words isn't it?
Linda Mary Smokies(cops)
Don Raczak I think I called them something else....
Linda Mary Bogue=mean or rude...Bogart=selfish
Pamela Marquardt lets book
Don Raczak "Get a line around my natural"........Haircut...got that from the brothers in the service in the
70's..been saying that ever since. Just sounded cool. Lol
Don Raczak "Dap"....a 70's handshake!
Linda Mary Gimme "five"
Linda Mary Put on your"thinking cap"
Thomas Zielke I am top banana
Kirk Farnum That chick is a "FOX".
Tony Gervasi Do a "U"ee
Susan Devoy "You owe me a coke!" If you said something at the same time as someone else. "Slug
Bug" for a Volkswagen Beetle
Anna F. Bozyk Or "Jinx"
Scott Crorey Make a 'Louie' up here. (Michigan left turn)
Linda Mary The big cheese.
Linda Mary Turn the knob ie I was my dad's remote for the t.v.
Scott Crorey I finished that 'in a jiffy'! (Quickly)
Don Raczak Mind your bees wax. Your business.
Don Raczak Rat Fink
Patricia Ciluffo Shape up or ship out....as was said to my brother many times!
Don Raczak Last one to almost anything..was a...rotten egg.
Linda Mary Gotta "split"
Don Raczak Put up..or shut up
Linda Mary Don't narc me out
Linda Mary I got "busted"(not in the goodway:-) )with my pack of stogies.
Debby Mazalouskas Shanks Why don't U get a job ????.
Linda Mary It's time to hit the bricks
Joyce Turchetti Not just "fox" it wasn't it "stone cold fox?"
Debby Mazalouskas Shanks WHATEVER !!!!
Linda Mary Yes, joyce, stone cold fox was foxier than just fox. You won't get any whatevers from my
Linda Mary As for gettin a job, I think you were really meaning that. I could bewong but IT don't think
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mean people or comments should be allowed here. Seems too much like high school. Here's one. How
"high" are you?
Linda Mary Darn that spellcheck:-) !
Linda Mary She's so "ripped" meaning "stoned" "smashed" "potted"
Scott Crorey 'Twentieth Century Fox'....was queen of the fox calls
Don Raczak She is such a "trip", really hard to get along with.
Scott Crorey They were 'Taken to the Cleaners' (overcharged/soaked)
Don Raczak Wiesenheimer! Smart Alec
Susan Brewer Debby Mazalouskas Shanks ... "Why don't you get a job" is still being used today
Don Raczak Shut the door, were you born in a barn?
Tony Gervasi I'm rubber, you're glue, whatever you say bounces off of me and sticks to you. No trades
back.
Don Raczak Cream of the crop!
Anna F. Bozyk "Shotgun!"
Anna F. Bozyk "I'm King of the Hill!"
Anna F. Bozyk "Finders Keepers"
Don Raczak Little squirt!
Anna F. Bozyk "Whoever reaches ghoul (sp?) first, is safe!"
Don Raczak Goal? Lol
Don Raczak Smooth as silk.
Don Raczak Keep on complaining till the "cows come home".
Don Raczak Take a picture, it will last longer.
Anna F. Bozyk In our neighborhood we said "ghoul", but it's probably because by the time that word
reached North Warren, it had been distorted after one kid told another, who told another, who told another, who told another and so on, LOL!
Scott Crorey Extension on that one Anna: 'You ride 'shotgun'
Don Raczak That was the northern Warren accent, Anna..like Wersh..and .ghoul. Lol
Joyce Turchetti Keep on trucking
Joseph Reasons I don't have a dog in that fight.........mind your p's and q's............don't start what you
can't finish........
Christine M McDonald Built like a brick ___t house!
Joseph Reasons Keep eating those watermelon seeds and you'll have one growing in your
stomach.......he just chaps my a- -.......
Don Raczak I am so "smitten" with this girl.
Joseph Reasons Not found anyone in TX who has ever heard of a bathroom, restroom or lavatory as the
"John." .........Hit the hay...
Don Raczak Knock on the door of the "CAN", Joe, and ask someone else. Lol
Scott Crorey In ship/boating lingo 'The Head' (bathroom)
Joseph Reasons Nope; restroom all the way unless it's outside then it's just the sh-----. Ha ha
Anna F. Bozyk Girls said boys were "cute" meaning they were handsome.
Joseph Reasons Interesting that when I was in school everyone who played basketball wanted a pair of
Converse. A roommate in college from Maryland said they called them "Chucks," after the brand name
Charlie Taylor Converse. Didn't matter since my basketball career lasted about as long as the word
Chuck.
Don Raczak Sweet as pie!
Phyllis Bash Cool beans
Don Raczak Great Scott!
Don Raczak Pretty as a picture.
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Don Raczak Time out!! Applies to more than just sports. Could be two people arguing.
Don Raczak Back off!......when someone is really on your case.
Monica Zapawa-Keyhole Don, your still figuring out words? Lmao
Anita Bilicki Fitzpatrick Rock On
Linda Mary You rock!
Lisa Paladino Olejniczak "cruising for a bruising"
Jeff Badboi i see mine got removed! Lol...
Linda Mary I'm outy
Susan Moreno I have to hp to the can MAN
Susan Moreno HEY. MAN, you either talk to gurl or guy...like hey dude they use now lol
Susan Moreno greaseer,frat,jock,social
Don Raczak Hey Sista Susan, you better back up out my face!...wait..no we never said that..wish we
did though..we could have gotten some miles on that one! Lol
Gregory Ciavattone To complement a person: You are outstanding Man, Just like a farmer in his field!
Christine Poppy How about when you don't know something and you say 'search me'
Jeff Badboi Take a Long Walk Off a Short Bridge! Lol..
Carol Ann Rafalko Like Mike just told me......"give it a rest". LOL
Carol Ann Rafalko Jeff Badboi.....you mean a pier? Lol
Grace Peck Can we get on another subject?
Carol Ann Rafalko Sure....just start another post Grace Peck.
Linda Mary Are you joshing me?
Don Raczak "She took my breath away"
Lynn Warf Rice Colder than a well diggers a:-! my Mom's favorite
Lynn Warf Rice Sharp as a tack
Marion Thomas Far out man!
Phyllis Bash Cut me a break
Kevin Sollars I'm hip to that!
Linda Mary You're GROOVY!
Linda Mary I just learned that on the "boob-tube"
Kevin Sollars Out of site!
Paul E. Pluta Zoned out, spaced out, trippin'
Don Raczak Cut me some slack
Lisa Paladino Olejniczak Nice threads!
Kevin Sollars Your old lady
Kevin Sollars Don't Bogart that doobie
Carol Ann Rafalko Colder than a witches ---, in a brass bra, in an Alaskan snow storm.
Linda Mary Shhh!...we have to to this on the down low.
Linda Mary Don't squeal on me
Linda Mary He's "all wet"
Linda Mary What a numb nuts
Linda Mary Hey nimrod, I'm talking to you
Linda Mary Shake that booty.
Linda Mary You really should't do things so half a...d:-)
Kevin Sollars Right on
Kevin Sollars That ride is sweet
Linda Mary Remember when every sentence ended in man?...man
Kevin Sollars Yeah man
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Kevin Sollars He was booking across the parking lot 1
Linda Mary Okay I'm done messin around in the room all by myself I got no more:-)
Kevin Sollars Bummer man!
Phyllis Bash Lucky dog
Joseph Reasons Cool cat
Joseph Reasons Dig it
Pamela Marquardt cat
Pamela Marquardt jump in my ride
Linda Mary That's cool, I'm hip to his crap, no wool over my eyes.
Anna F. Bozyk Sitting around just "shootin' the breeze".
Don Raczak Stay awhile, we'll chew the fat!
Paul E. Pluta Let's book, let's split.
Joseph Hunt It's the icing on the cake
Darlene Goch The proof is in the pudding
Joseph Hunt " if you catch my drift "
Paul E. Pluta I gotta make a pit stop.
Linda Mary Why? Do you have to "take" a leak?lol
Lisa Paladino Olejniczak No dice!!
Nedrick Hunch 'Give me a fag' <cigarette
Darlene Goch You must have a pea sized bladder
Steve Northup Killer
Pamela Marquardt steve... dude, thats a killer answer ...
Pamela Marquardt the air gautar and drums too.
Lynne Sowa Stone cold fox
Linda Mary He's my rock
Kevin Sollars Can I HIT that smoke?
Kathy Johnson Interesting in reading these I noticed a whole lot of sayings that I recall my folks and
their friends use while I was growing up. Language really impacts our lives, doesn't it!
Susan Moreno Catch my gripe,give me a brake,I have to go to the John,I smell a rat,give me some
skin,Baller 80's,foxy
Don Raczak The same word, had different meanings years ago. It was problematic when the word
hasn't "completely changed meaning yet". In high school, a female friend called crying her eyes out because "her boyfriend left her and was gay" ..I responded.".he broke up with you and is happy about
it???".....Took a few minutes, but I got it....who knew?
Pamela Marquardt party hardy
Brian Kunnath far out
David Martin derelict
Gary Armstrong groovy man
Pamela Marquardt burnouts
Thomas Zielke G-I-Q
Pamela Marquardt mad dog 20/20
Thomas Zielke Orange smash
Kevin Sollars What a drag!
Grace Peck How about Whatever ?
Anita Bilicki Fitzpatrick How about im gonna kick some a** and take some names.
Lorrie Holland Crago ginchey groovey truckin' bogus
Tony Gervasi Take a long walk off of a short pier.
Regina Beauvais luck out
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David Martin gag me with a spoon, man
Anita Bilicki Fitzpatrick Don't hassle me.
Anita Bilicki Fitzpatrick Want a toke?
Laura Lynne Dotson We used to call the girls we disliked wenches and sweats.
Deborah Urban Washnak Greasers, and frats
Richard Mataczynski Can I crash at your house
James Maroney what a Fox
Thea Ghaffari Grosse cool , bogue
Christine Poppy That's a bite!
Wesley Arnold A bunch of numbnoggen whippersnappers
Christine M McDonald knuckle head 50's
Cheryl Ezzo Braekevelt Don't have a cow
---------- ----------------------

Memories and reminisces of Old Timers
Timotiejus Sevelis stated:

YOU KNOW YOU ARE FROM DETROIT [ Metropolitan area ] IF You remember that:
Jo-Jo Shutty, who made history as the first female helicopter news traffic and reporter in the U.S
and Canada for CKLW radio, was married to CK's legendary news broadcaster Byron
MacGregor.
You remember no music broadcasts on Sunday nights...except on WJLB the soul station. They would
play Aretha Franklin, Temps, Marvin Gaye, Jackie Wilson. Their main sponsor was the Gold Room at
the Twenty Grand Nightclub. "Come on down to the Golf Room at the Twenty Grand, where one bean
will put you on the scene, so be keen, like Ernie D."
You remember near Thanksgiving time, Ted Strasser and his program, Patterns in Music, on WJR,
and his lovely reading of the last two leaves entitled "Winter."
You listened each night to the smooth voice of Bud Guest on WJR as he read his dad's poems
and played soothing music.
You remember "Music 'Til Dawn" sponsored by American Airlines on WWJ radio.
Going to the Hullabaloo to see local bands like The Unrelated Segments and The Rationals.
You shopped at Wrigley's where they had child-sized grocery carts.
You remember Mr. Belvedere's backup slogan, "You'll look at it, you'll love it, and you'll
take your time paying for it," and how CKLW's Bozo, Art Cervi, used to quote that line on
Bozo's Big Top to Mr. Calliope (pronounced Cal-e-opie)
You had your first hot bagels ever from the New York Bagel Factory on Linwood while working
as a jumper on a Detroit News truck.
Sylvia Allen's Craft Shop in the old fire station at Waterworks Park on Jefferson and Cadillac.
Buying your first two-wheel bike at Ned's on Woodward between Collingwood and Calvert.
You know "Brewster the Goebel Rooster" was the Detroit Tigers sponsor.
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Went to the National Bank of Detroit (downtown) to try on a glass slipper to see if it fit -to make you feel like Cinderella -- and get a candy bar if it didn't.
You listened to The Electrifying Mojo (Charles Johnson) on WJLB at night as he landed
the mothership, and funkified listeners as members of the Midnight Funk Association.
You loved the Plantation Cake at Stouffer's and remember that when the Southfield restaurant
closed, that was the only recipe they published in the newspaper.
You remember the German U-505 submarine visit to Detroit in the early '50s.
You can answer the question, "When was the last time you had a good slug of the Redpop?"
You saw Johnny Pfeiffer in lights on the side of the Pfeiffer beer blimp.
The Gratiot Auto Supply TV commercials with the well-endowed Miss Hurst Golden Shifter
(Linda Vaughn) and her tag line "Gratiot Auto's BIG warehouse tent sale."
You reported to Fort Wayne when you were drafted, and your draft card was signed by
Pearl Wiggle.
You ate at the Mayflower Coffee Shop on Woodward, a block north of Hudson's, and recall
this saying on their menu:
As you travel through this life, Brother
What ever be your goal
Keep your eye upon the doughnut
And not upon the hole.
You collected door-to-door for (Detroit-native) Danny Thomas's St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital, and then going to the fabulous free concert for volunteers at Cobo Arena with
Motown's top stars.
You spent Friday nights at the Riveria Theater for the WKMH Rock and Roll Review.
You phoned WOodward 3-8800 and had The Detroit Times delivered.
You remember Lee Alan's Annual Christmas Tribute to soldiers near and far away,
"A Letter From Michael."
You remember playing your first hockey game outdoors at Wonderland on Schoolcraft.
You remember fish sandwiches and Vernor's floats from Biff's, and Blue Moon ice cream from
Stroh's — especially on hot summer evenings.
Rain or shine, you took the Concourse — not the street — between the New Center, Fisher
and GM buildings.
You had soup and a reuben sandwich for lunch at the GM Cafeteria in the basement of the
GM Building.
You remember seeing Harriet Berg and the Renaissance Dancers entertaining for the
Wassail Feast at the Detroit Art Institute.
You raced slot cars at Miller Feed Store in Redford.
You called Fenkell "Finkle."
You remember when Ernie Harwell invited Ty Tyson back to be a guest commentator for the Detroit
Tigers in 1965.
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You remember Al Nagler calling the Red Wings games in the 50's on WJBK.
You ordered groceries from Parkstone Market in Detroit and had them delivered to your house.
You remember when WKMH held a disk jockey contest and the winner would replace vacationing
Robin Seymour. Ted LaFramboise from Lincoln Park High School was the winner.
You remember Carson Zeiter, the track announcer of the old Motor City Speedway at 8 Mile and
Schoenherr, as "The Voice of the Speedway."
Wes Arnold stated: And let's not forget Fred Wolf called the demolition derby and some other things
You spent many weekend nights on College Road near Henry Ford College in your GTO, Corvette,
Mustang, Super Stock Dodge or Plymouth for a little heads-up street racing.
You remember the Marshall Wells Farm Report at 5:30 am on WJR.
You ice skated at Precious Blood field in the winter and swam at Butzel Pool in the summer.
You exercised with Ed Allen on Channel 4.
You listened to Bing Crosby sound-alike Jack Harris on WJR every morning.
You remember hearing Karl Haas on WJR say, "Good MORNING, everyone!"
Wes Arnold stated: And Karl Haas presented some great classical
You saw the Ice Capades at Olympia Stadium where the ushers wore red jackets and white and red
police-style hats, and your feet would freeze if you sat too close to the ice.
Your parents took you to The Paradiso Café (Woodward & 8 Mile) where the controversial
Father Coughlin (pastor of the Shrine of the Little Flower) was a regular.
You remember the tiger teeth that came onto the tv screen whenever a Detroit Tiger would hit
a home-run during the 1972 season when Billy Martin was the manager.
You remember the toboggan run at Charles Dorais Park (Derby Hill) and the ice rink at Farwell Field.
You remember newscaster Dick Westerkamp on WWJ-TV Channel 4, who began every broadcast by
saying "Good evening, I'm Dick Westerkamp. The temperature in Detroit is ___."
You listened to jazz on WABX: "This is Rockwell, and these are records."
You remember going to the Boy's Club on Livernois off Michigan Ave.
You remember listening to "Joltin'' Joe Howard on WCHB.
You remember Butterball Jr. broadcasting live from White's Record Shop at 12th and Ferry Park on
WCHB-AM and WCHD-FM who said "Wade Briggs is my Christian name; Butterball Jr. is my claim
to fame."
You went to Epps Army Surplus, Kay's Soda Shop, Curtis Market, S&C Restaurant and Varsity
Lanes...all on Livernois.
You remember Sonny Eliot saying "Drizzling and breezy, or 'dreezy' weather today." Or you ate
at his restaurant, Sonny's Weather Station, at City Airport.
You heard the Gaylords (some of them Pershing HS grads) sing at famous places in Detroit.
You attended the 12-night celebration of the 250th anniversary (in 1951) of the founding of the Detroit
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held in the old University of Detroit football stadium at Livernois and Six Mile Road.
You went to Bonnie Brook Clubhouse to hear Denny McLain play the Hammond organ.
You watched cowboy Justice Colt (played by JD Beemer, son of Lone Ranger radio actor Brace
Beemer) host movies on CKLW and WXYZ, sponsored by Party Sweet Candies.
You played pinball at the Time Zone Arcade on 7 Mile across from Osborn HS.
You listened to Rex the Singing Weatherman every morning on WDRQ 93.1 who made the weather
reports interesting by singing out the town names, like "and it's 73 deeeeegreeees in Wyyyyyandotte."
You recall the Farmer Street exit from Hudson's where, if you managed to pass through the Baked
Goods department without several purchases, you were not human. And outside that door was stationed
a tall, uniformed doorman who helped people in and out of their cars. A vision of strength and support,
the personification of the J.L. Hudson building itself.
You remember JP McCarthy's Christmas sing-alongs in front of City Hall, later at Kennedy Square,
complete with hot chocolate and donuts for all, and his charity golf outings. But mostly his voice over
the WJR airwaves, with a demeanor capable of softening the hardest of hearts.
You remember Jax Car Wash billboards that proclaimed, "A clean car rides better."
You know that Rouge Park's Spinoza Drive was also known as Lover's Lane.
On your rotary phone, you dialed WEATHER (WE 2-8437) or WE 2-1212 to hear the current
weather report, and GR 2-1212 (GR for Greenwich time) to get the current time.
You remember Penway, the local Polish radio and TV repair shop whose TV commercials advertised
their phone number as: Piec szesc siedm, osiem osiem zero zero.
You remember the great hydroplane races on the Detroit River broadcast live on WXYZ. Detroit teams
fielded boats named "Gale", "Gale's Roostertail", "Smirnoff", "Miss U.S."
Sitting on the rocks at a park on the Detroit River and watching the boats sliding sideways
as they made the turn at almost 100 miles per hour during the hydroplane races.
You can still hear "W-K W-K WKMH, thirteen ten on your dial."
You know that WKMH broadcast from the Town House hotel in Detroit in 1956.
You can't hear Ray Charles' song What'd I Say without thinking that on Sunday you need to
"take Telegraph Road to Sibley and drive one mile east to Dix." Or to the voice of the
Detroit Dragway, Rube Weiss, who, among others, recorded their commercials.
You went to Uncle Russ' (Gibbs) Love-In.
You attended Annual Model Airplane Show on Belle Isle sponsored by Plymouth, with model planes
from all over the world: jet powered, motor driven, biplanes, dogfights, carrier landing aircraft,
large/small planes...and every size in between.
Profes Wes stated: Belle isle also had a model boat pond to sail your model or run your gas powered
craft. Mine was a Fox 15 swamp buggy. darn nearly lost a finger to it. Also when it ran out of gas out
there in the middle of the pond unless you had a way to get out to it you prayed for wind to blow it to
the edge of this big rectangular pond. Especially if your parents wanted to go home.
You hung out at the Dipsey Doodle Drive-in, corner of 9 Mile and Telegraph in Southfield ~
and loved their delicious DD burgers!
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You ate at the Pickwick House restaurant with its neon sign and cozy wood interior.
You drove by WXYZ's Fred Wolf broadcasting his morning show from the "Wandering Wigloo"
trailer parked on Jefferson Avenue.
You went to Dave's Hideout on Harper and Fleetwood.
You remember Uncle Sam's, Silver Dollar, and the other bars and clubs along Telegraph.
You watched 25 cent movies at the Eastown Theater on Harper and Van Dyke during the '60s
and then saw Joe Cocker play there in the '70s.
You remember the elderly European gentleman in front of Hudson's selling steamed chestnuts.
You picked up hot pizza and fresh canoli at Detroit Italian Baking Co. on Gratiot and Frazho.
You shopped at A.L. Damman Hardware on Kelly Road and Papes House of Gifts
on Houston-Whittier.
You remember Jo Mendie, the chimp at the Detroit Zoo that roller skated and rode a tricycle.
You remember the Detroit mounted police patrolling Woodward Ave.
You remember using your school bus card so you could ride for the DSR for a dime.
You called the Pipeline on Saturday afternoons and shouted out your phone number in hopes
that a teen (of the opposite sex, of course) would call you back.
You never called 6 Mile “McNichols.”
You remember Prophet Jones and Father Divine.
When S.S. Kresge opened their discount stores as K-Mart.
Redeeming pop bottles for a bag full of penny candy at Eddie's Barbershop and Candy Store.
You remember when the underground conveyor at the new Northland would take your grocery
purchase to the parking lot.
You could find anything you needed at Michigan & Schaefer: Federal's, S.S. Kresge,
Revco, Marianne's, Great Scott!, Sanders, "Monkey" Wards, Winkelmann's, Frank's
and Peach's Records.
You roller skated at the 9 Mile & Van Dyke Motor City Roller Rink.
You remember reading Edgar A. Guest poems in the Detroit Free Press.
You went to the big dances hosted by Tom Clay at the Light Guard Armory.
Or to Father Bryson's Friday night sock hops at Notre Dame HS hosted by Dave Prince
where you saw Stevie Wonder, Bob Seger and the Last Heard and the Rationals.
You listened to Tom Shannon ("The sun never sets on the Shannon Empire") and his nightly
show on CKLW radio called "Bear Skin Rug."
You danced at The Mummp at Northland Shopping Center.
When the Brown's or Wayne Creamery milkman delivered glass bottles of milk in his
horse-drawn wagon, and a small sign in your window let him know how many quarts you needed.
Or when the Ice Man, who wore a big leather apron and a leather cover on this shoulder,
delivered big blocks of ice using a huge pair of tongs from a straw-filled wooden wagon.
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You watched WKBD TV 50 and remember their song "In Detroit, The Kids' Choice Is TV 50."
You went to Cobo Hall as a little girl and stood in a very long line to try on a glass slipper to
see if it fit (just like Cinderella). Prince Charming assisted. If it didn't fit, you got a beautiful
princess doll in a plastic case, shaped like a bell, with a handle.
You remember Knock Knock street.
You listened to music at Baker's Keyboard Lounge.
You know what Redpop really is.
You spent many Saturdays shopping at Five Points.
Three decade Detroit Free Press reporter Bob Talbert.
You remember the Seven Sisters smoke stacks on St. Jean off Jefferson.
You went to the rodeo at the Olympia to see Roy Rogers and Dale Evans.
And in 1956, you went there to see Elvis Presley.
You drank hot Vernor's when you were ill, on cold days after a walk
home from school, or at outdoor events in wintertime.
You saw Ricky Nelson and Elvis at the State Fair. Or the Rock & Roll Revival there in '71
when Johnny Winter and Edgar Winter and others turned the place upside down.
You rode the bus to Cobo Hall to attend the Auto Show using a discount coupon clipped from
the Detroit News, and you always bought the great smoked sausage they sold there.
You know the correct pronunciation of Sanders (not "Sahnders") and remember the kids’ silver
tray they'd hook to the top of the counter.
You remember calling Chandler Park’s small swimming pool 'Toenail Beach'
You walked the cobblestone streets in the basement of the Detroit Historical Museum.
You remember local bands like SRC, the Rationals, Red, White and Blues, Third Power, Brownsville
Station, Frigid Pink, MC5 and Savage Grace.
You cruised: 8 mile and ended up at Daly's drive-in on Groesbeck, or
Woodward from the Totem Pole to Ted's in Bloomfield,
or Hines Park in Dearborn, or Rip‘s or Jack’s Drive-In
Or you had a Detroit Egg Cream made with chocolate syrup, milk and Vernor's.
You bought Vernor's in a cardboard carton shaped like a megaphone with the little green gnome
printed on it.
JINGLES you can still recite from memory:
"When the values go up, up, up...
And the prices go down, down, down....
Robert Hall this season will show you the reason...
Low overhead...low overhead"
"School bells ring and children sing, it's back to Robert Hall again.
Mother knows for better clothes, it's back to Robert Hall again.
You'll save more on clothes for school.
Shop at Robert Hall."
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"K-R-E-S-G-E, just the place for a shopping spree. Values high, prices low. Your
Kresge store is the place to go. Why go traipsing round the town when the best of
bargains can be found at K-R-E-S-G-E. Go to, go to, go to Kresge!"
"You can have worry-free home delivery…call Twin Pines!"
Daly's Drive-In radio jingle "It's round, it's ground, it's a quarter-pound, it's a
Daaaaaay-lee Burger!"
"WKNR AM & FM Dearborn. With offices in the Sheraton-Cadillac Hotel, Detroit”
"Speedway's going steady with Ethyl. The Ethyl emblem you'll always find, at the
sign of Speedway 79."
And you remember WKNR disc jockey Scott Regen.
You heard The Don Large Chorus singing on WJR's Make Way for Youth and all over town.
You remember news anchor Vic Caputo.
And Terry Murphy, the 'foxiest' news lady of the ‘70’s.
Newscaster Carl Cederberg
Channel 2's two-time lead anchor Joe Glover and Detroit's first African-American female news anchor,
Bev Payne.
Or that Everett R. Phelps' weather forecasts were more accurate than today's technology.
Or when WXYZ 's Johnny Slagle, Larry McCann and Johnnie "Scat" Davis were all hosts of
local shows broadcast from the Macabbees Building on Woodward Ave. in downtown Detroit.
Or Fred Foy, the announcer for Lone Ranger radio show sponsored by Silvercup Bread.
"Kokaine Karma Show" with MC5's Dennis Frawley and Bob Rudnick on alternative radio
WABX, the station that glows in the dark.
WJLB-AM's Donnie Simpson, "The Luv Bug."
"Music Man" Jim DeLand performed live on Saturday afternoons on WWJ radio from a glass
booth at the new Eastland Shopping Center.
Bob Reynolds and Charlie Sanders broadcasting the Detroit Lions games.
Or how about Detroit Tigers TV broadcasters Ty Tyson, Harry Heilmann, Paul Williams,
Dizzy Trout, Mel Ott, George Kell, Ernie Harwell, Bob Scheffing, Larry Osterman,
Don Kremer, Al Kaline, Joe Pelligreno and Mike Barry.
Or Detroit sports greats Gordie Howe, Al Kaline, Willie Horton, Dave Bing, Bob Lanier, Rocky
Colavito and Alex Delvecchio.
What about one-armed Budd Lynch broadcasting the Detroit Red Wings (managed by
Sid Abel) hockey games from Olympia Stadium. Later, during the lean 70's, listening and watching
Budd with Bruce Martyn.
You remember the Nike missile sites at Detroit City Airport/Kercheval and Ft. Wayne.
Also in Utica, Algonac/Marine City, Grosse Isle, Riverview/Wyandotte, Carleton/Newport,
Romulus/Dearborn, Rouge Park, Franklin/Bingham, Commerce/Union Lake, Auburn Hts,
Belle Isle, and at Selfridge AFB in Mt. Clemens. Ryan and 10 Mile.
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You attended a Goodfellows game between the Catholic League and the Public School Champions.
You were a member of the Hudson’s Batboy Club.
You remember the North & South American boats that took passengers on an overnight
cruise to Mackinac Island.
You also recall the short-lived Aquarama, originally commissioned as the USS Marine Star,
that was revamped into a passenger cruise-ferry ship between Detroit and Cleveland (late '50s/
early '60s). You remember when it rammed the sea wall of (now) Windsor's Dieppe Gardens,
crashed into the Detroit News dock, bumped into a U.S. Navy cruiser near Cleveland, and threw
such a gigantic wake that swamped two small fishing boats and nearly drowned a two-year-old
girl at an Amherstburg beach.
You remember Miss DSR pictures on the side of the buses.
You remember Popsicle Pete, the man who came around the Parkside Projects with the best homemade
popsicles in his little cart.
Or you had Mr. Softee, the soft-serve ice cream truck that played a tune.
Or a fruit and vegetable truck and the man yelling, "Strawberries, three quarts for a dollar!"
Or a man who'd come around to sharpen your scissors and knives.
You filled up at the Sinclair gas station and got a dinosaur-shaped soap with a prize inside.
You remember Motor City Speedway on 8 Mile and Schoenherr, later replaced by Arlan's
and Al Long Ford.
You remember the 59ers as they departed from the Town Drive-In on their move to Alaska.
At a ball game in Tiger Stadium, you hear "Fat Bob" Taylor, the Singing Plumber,
belting out the National Anthem on Opening Day and other sporting events. He also sang the
Star Spangled Banner and Michigan Christmas.
You remember listening to the “Traveler’s Weather Forecast” every morning on WWJ-950, sponsored
by Northwest Orient (sound of a Japanese gong) airlines.
You remember the monkeys in the glass enclosure on the lower level of Eastland Mall.
You were horrified to hear that Clyde Beattie from Barnum & Bailey Circus, while performing
in Detroit in the early '60s, got mauled by Caesar, a 250 lb. Siberian tiger.
And you remember that Brodhead Naval Armory had three different submarines near the
Belle Isle bridge: the USS Tambor (SS-198) 1947-1959, USS Cero (SS-225) 1960-1967,
USS Piper (SS-409) 1967-1970, as well as a surface ship, the patrol craft escort and rescue
USS Amherst (PCER-853) from 1960-1970.
On hot days you tried to “swim” in the giant wading pool at Stoepel Park.
You remember Reddy Kilowatt saying "Live Better Electrically."
You remember four bowling alleys within a mile of one another on Schaefer between Paul
and Tireman: Holiday Bowl, Dearborn Lanes, Mercury Lanes and Schaefer Lanes.
You remember the Mason's Root Beer sign near Vernor and Dix.
You remember Irving Nussbaum of New York Carpet World, "The Better Carpet People."
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You know what a Boston Cooler is and that it's not named after the city back east.
You heard of Paint-By-Numbers inventor, Detroiter Dan Robbins.
You remember Mort Neff, the host of Michigan Outdoors.
You remember buying hamburgers 8 for $1.00 at Top Hat or White Castle (at 8 Mile Rd.
and Gratiot, they were kitty-corner from one another) or at White Tower.
You bought candy, pop, beer, potato chips and cigarettes, etc. at your local 'party store.'
You remember when Detroit had a Playboy Club.
You rode the wooden escalators at Crowley's downtown store.
You listened to 'Frantic' Ernie Durham, one of Michigan's top rhythm-and-blues DJs, was
truly "frantic,” rapping and rhyming his way through every break. You remember him saying,
"I'll be right back, Jack, with another stack of shellac for you and doll-face too!"
You remember the window signs: "This family will not be bussed."
You recall January 30, 1962 when the front man for The Flying Wallendas faltered on the wire during
the 7-Person Pyramid while performing at the State Fair Coliseum. Three men fell to the ground, two
of them didn't survive.
You ordered a Swamp Water (a mixture of Coke and Squirt) at the Raven Gallery.
You remember getting grossed out by all of the fish flies that would swarm the street lights
every June, especially if you live near the water, and how crunchy they sounded when you rode
your bike over them...never mind the smell!
You spent summers swimming at the Chandler Park pool.
You remember the Gratiot 'castle' of Mother Waddles Perpetual Mission.
You remember all of the ballrooms of the '50s: Graystone, Walled Lake Casino, Bob-Lo,
Edgewater Park, Jefferson Beach, Grande, Eastwood Gardens and Vanity.
You put off doing your chores on Saturday mornings to watch Sealtest Circus.
You always loved seeing the Detroit Mounted Police patrol downtown and the State Fair.
You went to the Minor Key to see the Ramsey Lewis Trio.
You bought your posters, black lights and incense at The Village Green.
You drove all the way out to Jack's Scott's Dance Ranch at 16 Mile and Rochester Rd.
You still know the words to the Detroit Institute of Arts TV campaign "You Gotta Have Art."
(You gotta have art, miles and miles and miles of art, when life gets you down, you ought come on
down and get
a start, you gotta have art...)
"Saturday night at Detroit Dragway" (audio) (Sibley at Dix) you watched the legends of racing
like 'Big Daddy' Don Garlitz or 'Dyno' Don Nicholson or saw Packer Pontiac's big
421 Catalinas tearing up the strip...all for a buck.
You remember when the million dollar Batmobile raced at 'beautiful' Motor City Dragway
(audio), three miles east of the Edsel Ford expressway on 26 Mile Rd.
You drove your souped-up street car with glass pack mufflers through the Detroit-Windsor
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Tunnel in low gear to hear 'em 'back down.'
You watched The Friendly Giant Friendly Giantand Mr. Dress Up, or Austin Grant's
New Home Show on channel 9.
You remember the two tragic fires at Hazel Park Raceway in the late '60s.
You sang along with 70 local teens who were part of WJR's 'Make Way For Youth' chorus
directed by Don Large, and that one of the regulars on the program was Maureen Bailey,
J.L. Hudson's first Christmas Carol.
You listened to the Detroit Concert Band conducted by Leonard B. Smith play at Belle Isle
while the freighters drowned out the music with their horns, people paddled their canoes in the
canals near the bandstand and mounted police controlled the crowds.
You remember Lottie the Body who stripped at the Brass Rail on Grand Circus Park.
You remember when the Detroit Polo Club was at Nine Mile and Southfield.
You remember in 1964 that the Grand Marshall of the Hudson's Thanksgiving Day Parade
was Lassie.
You remember Grinnell's "world's largest mass piano concert" with up to 1,200 participants
at the State Fair Colosseum, Olympia Stadium and Cobo Hall. (The 30th concert in 1973
at Cobo Hall, was the last.)
You were around when WSU graduate student John Sinclair led a group of hippies called
Trans-Love Energies (which later evolved into the White Panther party) in their first major
Love-In on Belle Isle in 1967. It ended in a drunken brawl with 10 arrests.
You remember the miracles of Father Solanus Casey, a Capuchin friar who spent 23 years
at St. Bonaventure Monastery in Detroit.
You recall two lighted signs on either side of the Woodward as you crossed the bridge over
8 Mile Rd. that flashed giant C batteries and, later, Chesterfield cigarettes.
You still get chills when you think of Shock Theater every Friday night on WXYZ with its scary
movies (The Mummy, The Wolfman, The Invisible Man, Frankenstein, etc.) and its host,
Mr. X (Tom Dougall, a drama professor at the Detroit Institute of Technology), who opened the show
with "Lock your doors...dim your lights...and insulate yourself against SHOCK!"
You heard there were salt mines underneath Detroit and wondered if the stories were true.
You know where to find the Spirit of Detroit and who Marshall Fredericks is.
You spent many a Friday night at the Hideout.
You used a pillowcase to go begging on Halloween, and you yelled "Help the Poor!"
at every door. ("Help the poor, my pants are tore, I need some money to buy some more.")
You remember what Devil's Night used to be.
You remember the huge elm trees forming lush green tunnels over many streets in the summertime.
Or when they'd come around to spray and tell you to stay in the house.
And the autumn smell of burning leaves when you'd rake huge piles to the curb for burning.
You remember honking your horn as you went through the 'tunnel' to Belle Isle (actually
a Jefferson Ave. underpass) at the end of East Grand Blvd -- even though the sign at the
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entrance read "Don't Sound Horn."
You took a class trip or a moonlight cruise to Bob-Lo with Captain Bob-Lo.
You remember running home from school so you could have Lunch with Soupy.
You rode a bus to Edgewater Amusement Park to ride the wooden roller coaster
(again and again) or the Salt & Pepper Shaker.
You remember "A fantabulous day for the family, at fan-tabulous Edgewater Park.
P.O.P. means 'pay one price'..."
Your mom packed the station wagon with kids, swimsuits, towels and peanut butter and jelly
sandwiches to spend the day at Metropolitan Beach.
You played in the "Big Ditch" as I-94 was being built.
You played tennis on Belle Isle's courts, or golfed at their par 3 course, both lit after dark.
Or went ice-skating, or for a horseback or canoe ride, rode in a pony-drawn carriage,
hand-fed the animals at the zoo, visited the aquarium, remember the teepee, or attended an
event at the Casino.
You can still sing the Roy O'Brien jingle, "Stay on the right track to 9 Mile and Mack..."
Or rode the big white roller coaster or found your way out of the Fun House at
Jefferson Beach Amusement Park.
Took a day trip and drove way out to Walled Lake Amusement Park where they had lots of
rides, a roller coaster, and to Walled Lake Casino for dancing.
When ice-skating was outdoors and Palmer Park was the place to do it. You also remember
its tennis courts, wading pool, golf, ice-skating, and horse and buggy rides.
And Rouge Park's Brennan Pools.
Or how about the Detroit Firefighters working the crowds at the fireworks, selling tickets to
their Field Day, and giving out firecrackers to the kids.
You rode a streetcar that ran on tracks down the center of Gratiot, Woodward, Jefferson,
Grand River or Michigan Avenue. Or the electric buses on Warren and Grand River.
You remember how all of the lights from the auto dealerships lit up Gratiot and Livernois
-- and that they only sold American-made cars.
You remember when Eastland, Wonderland and Northland were open malls.
And when Wonderland had animals in circular cages
You know how to pronounce Gratiot, Goethe, Livernois, Lahser, Schoenherr and Cadieux.
If someone tells you it's on Outer Drive, you know to consult a map first.
You thought driving to Southfield was going "out to the country."
You checked out books for two weeks from the Bookmobile that came to your school
once a weeknight.
You vividly recall the mineral bath smell (rotten eggs) when you drove through Mt. Clemens.
You remember Zoo Keys and talking storybooks and when admittance was free at the
Detroit Zoo. Train rides cost 10 cents, they had more than two of each species on display,
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and when the nature trails bat house was destroyed by severe weather in the '60s.
You bought candy and nuts from window-lined, walk-around counter and wooden floors at
S.S. Kresge or Woolworth's ("dime" stores).
You drank Faygo, Towne Club, Grilli's, Sweet 16, Oso or Atlas pop (NOT 'soda').
Your mom saved Top Value, Holden Red, S&H Green or Gold Bell stamps.
Cunningham Drug Stores soda fountain and their raspberry phosphate.
Your school took a bus trip to the cider mill (with donuts and cider after the tour), or to
Kellogg's in Battle Creek.
Silverstine's was the candy store of Army and Navy surplus stuff.
You had a subscription to the three Detroit newspapers, including The Detroit Times.
You remember Jac LeGoff who eventually worked at every TV station around Detroit.
You visited the Wonder Bread Bakery and got to take home a mini-loaf of bread
(but you weren't cool unless you ate Silvercup bread).
You had a Shaffer's or Awrey's breadman and a Brickley's milkman.
Or a Twin Pines milkman, a Jewel Coffee man, and a Fuller Brush man
(and they were always men).
You remember Pure, Benzoil, Speedway 79, Monkey, Dance, Purple Martin, Sinclair,
Danny's Dino, Clark, Kayo and Gulf gas stations, and when "gas wars" meant 17 cents a gallon.
You remember Primo's Pizza, Carbone's Pizza, Red Barn, Powers, Henry's,
Herc's Beef Buffet, Cupid's, Tom's Tavern, Ted's 5x5, Totem Pole, Red Devil
or Richard's drive-in.
You attended a wedding reception or a banquet at Roma Hall.
You attended "Wendy Ward's Charm School" at Montgomery Wards.
You remember when Ben's Hi-Chaperelle and Watt's Club Mozambique were the places
to go to catch Motown acts.
Every year when the Blue Angels came to Willow Run Airport.
Or always wished you could be one of the Hudson's Teen Panel girls whose pictures hung
on the wall in the Juniors department.
You had friends or relatives who could get you into Camp Dearborn for the canteen
dances in the summer.
Or the pond at Belle Isle near the Conservatory where the sign warned you not to touch
the water.
You had a reverb unit installed in your car at Mickey Shorr's or Crazy Jack's
(a.k.a. Michigan Mobile Radio (MMR)) on Livernois.
You remember where you were when the riots of 1967 broke out.
When the bleacher seats at Briggs Stadium were only $2.00 to watch the Detroit Lions play.
And when they won the National Football Championship (before there were Superbowls) in
1957 against the Cleveland Browns, 59-14.
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Thanksgiving wasn't complete unless first you went to the Hudson's Parade, then to
watch the Detroit Lions play the Green Bay Packers (always the Packers back then)
at Brigg's (later Tiger) Stadium.
You know guys who put up big antennas so they could pull in the Lions home games on
channel 6 out of Lansing.
And when the Red Wings won all those Stanley Cups in the 1950s, and balcony seats
at Olympia Stadium were only $1.25!
You remember Detroit wrestlers Dick the Bruiser, Bobo Brazil, Killer Kowalski,
Leaping Larry Chene, Wild Bull Curry, Ernie "The Cat" Ladd, Lord Athol Layton,
Edward "The Sheik" Farhat, Fritz Von Erich, George "The Animal" Steele and
Johnny Valentine.
You remember bowling for a quarter a game at Chandler Park Lanes, Falcon Lanes
(next to Gino's Falcon Show Bar), Fantasy, Denby Ramona, Flamingo, Pampa,
Chene Recreation, Parkside, Woods, Ritter's or Ritz bowling alleys.
You banked at Detroit Bank & Trust, Manufacturers National Bank ("That's MY bank!"),
Bank of the Commonwealth, City National Bank, or National Bank of Detroit.
You "parked" at Belle Isle either to watch the color-changing fountain or the submarine
races -- depending on how old you were and whom you were with smile emoticon .
You were in awe of the Big Stove on East Jefferson at the entrance to Belle Isle
(before it was moved to State Fairgrounds' entrance).
You remember your mom taking your burned-out light bulbs to Detroit Edison to exchange
for new ones.
You remember the J. L. Hudson Co. (known to us as just "Hudson's") building on Woodward Ave.
occupied an entire city block.
And you remember the white-gloved elevator attendants operating the expandable gate
and lever-locked door, and just before letting you out, she would call out the names of the
various departments on that floor.
You ate a Maurice Salad at a J.L. Hudson's cafeteria.
You went shopping during "DDD" (Downtown Detroit Days) when every store sold merchandise for
50% off or more.
You remember when Women's Hospital before it became Hutzel Hospital.
You remember the world’s largest flag would be draped across the front of Hudson’s downtown
every June on Flag Day.
You would ride the bus downtown at Christmas and stand in line at Hudson's amid a fabulous
winding, animated Toyland just to see Santa.
Or you remember going to see Santa Claus at the Northland Mall igloos because it was
televised and you hoped your friends would see you.
You watched the 'old guys' play bocce ball at Buddy's Rendezvous Pizza or sang the Schnitzelbank
song at the Dakota Inn.
You remember when Mayor Cavanagh would give Santa and Christmas Carole (who always looked
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like she should be freezing in her short red velvet outfit trimmed with white fur) the keys
to the city at the end of every parade.
You remember the Detroit Tiger's pitcher Mark "The Bird" Fidrych.
You remember watching the Detroit Pistons and the WHA Michigan Stags hockey games
at Cobo Arena.
How about Al Ackerman ringing Big Al's bell for the Sports Hero of the Day.
And watching Cadillacs being made on Clark Street.
Going to the Better Made potato chip factory and getting small bags of brown chips or shoe
strings before going to the Jewel movie theater.
Or the giant cow head located on the side of the Ira Wilson Dairy off the I-94 service drive.
(Now, it only says "ILSON;" much of the stack has been taken down.)
You remember hearing the air raid sirens on Saturday at 1 pm.
You remember the waterfall on the back of the movie screen at the Gratiot Drive-In.
You remember the RAF bomber flying from England in 1958 that crashed on
Ashland Ave near the Detroit River. Wreckage scattered to nearby Grosse Pointe Park.
Your neighborhood had a man who came down the alley on his horse-drawn carriage, honking
his horn or yelling out, collecting the stuff no one wanted, like bicycle parts, wheel rims, etc.
You remember going to the drive-in and getting blasted by mosquito spray from the back
of a pick-up truck that drove up and down the lanes.
You ordered Cold Duck at the Ponchartrain Wine Cellars
(the restaurant/bar where it was invented) and enjoyed a frog leg dinner.
Trips to Western Market.
Arriving home from college at the Michigan Central Depot.
Playing at one of the big piano recitals at Olympia with 200-300 other kids.
You got a piece of buttercream or bumpy cake at the Sanders cafeteria downtown, right across
from Hudson's. Cream puffs and hot fudge toppings...yum!
You remember when Eastland's real gold mouse on the lion statue was filed off and stolen.
And what about climbing all over that big stone hippo...then they'd move it...
You remember the Christmas festivities at the Ford Rotunda before it burned down.
The Reddi Whip Can on Telegraph Rd., under the Michigan Ave. overpass.
Or the "Gas Is Best!" sign on the big gas tank near Detroit City Airport.
Or the big electronic sign at I-94 and I-75 that tracked new vehicle production.
You went to the lavish Michigan Theater downtown to see a movie, or to the
Ford Auditorium for a show.
You remember mayors like Albert E. Cobo, Louis Miriani, Jerome P. Cavanagh and
Roman S. Gribbs.
You saw a wide-screen movie at the United Artist Theater, like Around the World in
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80 Days, or Seven Wonders of the World at Cinerama.
Or when the WXYZ television station was located on Woodward in the Macabbees Building
across from the Detroit Institute of Arts and a few blocks north of the old Vernors plant.
In 1959, they moved to a new home known as Broadcast House in Southfield (until 1984).
You "cruised" Big Boy's drive-in at 8 Mile & Dequindre (better known as Dixie's),
or the one at 9 Mile & Jefferson, or Grand River off Woodward.
Or through McDonald's in Madison Heights after a football game.
You played putt-putt golf or jumped on the tramps at Burkemo's near Olsen's Beach.
You were served a root beer float and a foot-long hot dog or a mama burger in your car at
A&W's (pronounced A-IN-DUBS).
You've ended up at a Time or Clock restaurant after the bars closed.
Ordered fries and a shake at Dunkenburger ("Dunks") at 8 Mile and Kelly.
Or the barbecued beef sandwiches or chicken pies (rated tops by Duncan Hines) at
Hedge's Wigwam on Woodward in Royal Oak.
You remember the Raven Gallery on Woodward, or the Chess Mate on Livernois.
Or the Ellwood, Purple Pickle, Moby Dick, Chalet Lounge or Colonial Lounge.
You went to Verne's Bierstube for burgers and beer, and The Snug near Wayne State
for ice cream (they didn't allow kids).
You know what it means if someone tells you to "hit 8 Mile."
You remember the "Club Polka" TV show with Stan "Stosh" Wisniach on the accordion.
Or "Madman Muntz" for Muntz TV.
You got your car repainted at Earl Scheib's "I'll paint any car, any color, $29.95!"
You remember Dick Purtan, now on WOMC-FM 104.3, on WKNR-AM (1965-67),
WXYZ-AM (1968-78) and CKLW-AM (1978-83).
You remember walking around Detroit Metro Airport when there were no guards or gates
and you could walk outside on the observation deck to watch planes arriving and departing.
Or how about Lee Alan, "On The Horn" whose opening song was Zing Went The Strings
Of My Heart. "Now I can't sing...but hear me swing! Whoooeee! We'll have something
old to play, something new in review and a couple of things to say. Between now and midnight
you're going to hear some of the most fantastical round ones in this big old town. We'll call it
'the cream of the crop until 12 o'clock!'"
And then there was Club 1270 with Joel Sebastian and Lee Alan.
You listened to the Kelly & Co. variety/talk show in the morning.
Motown studios -- when they were actually headquartered and recording in Detroit!
And to the Battle of the Bands with Ted Nugent.
You remember yard long beer and ballads at the Poison Apple.
You can point to the 1975 photo of Cobo Arena on the back of the Kiss Alive album and show people
where you sat during the concert.
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You went to Saturday concerts in Kennedy Square.
Or a "grasser" (concert) where you sat on a blanket on the lawn.
You shopped at the Broadway Market, an indoor produce, meat and deli market with lots
of sawdust on the floor and the best of every edible item you could think of.
You called WKNR (Keener) when they'd announce the last two digits of your phone number,
even when you didn't know the name of the song, just to get the Keener pin.
Or how about Joel Sebastian's Movin' Memories Sunday night show, his sock hops
or of Dimes dances with the Motown stars of the future, Marvelettes, Eddie Holland
or Marvin Gaye, for $1.50 a show.
You thought driving to Troy was going "out to the country."
You remember the "Big Snow," the one that kept you out of school.
You heard the Good Humor man ringing his bells two streets away, usually
around dinnertime.
You remember Twin Pines or Sealtest delivered milk and juice to the chute on the side
of your house.
Or the (Free Press or News or Times) paperboy delivered your paper by bicycle using a
huge bag, then collected on the weekends with a change-maker hanging from his belt.
Your tour of the Stroh's Brewery ("From one beer lover to another, Stroh's beer") included
a sandwich, a beer and a souvenir glass.
Or maybe you preferred Pfeiffer, Schlitz, Goebel 22, Prost, or E & B beer.
Or the fancy drinks at the Chin Tiki, or...
You remember the Gold Cup and Silver Cup Races, and seeing the people line up
along the Detroit River near Belle Isle to watch the annual hydroplane races with
"Miss Budweiser," "Miss Pepsi," "Miss Supertest," "Gar Wood," "Slo-Mo-Shunand,"
"Such Crust," (sponsored by Shaefer's Bread) and "Miss Madison."
You remember that the Red Wings AND the Beatles played at Olympia Stadium
(The Old Red Barn).
Cruising Telegraph from Grand River to Michigan past Telway, Big Boys, Burger King,
Daly's and Blazo's.
Cruising north Gratiot drive-ins: Scotts, Jupiter, A&W, T&C, Starlite, Midgions and Wells
Dances at 182 Hall, Franklin LYI and The Pumkin.
You ordered a salad, steak and baked potato at the Flaming Embers at Woodward
and Grand Circus Park for only $1.99.
You saw Marvin Gaye or the Supremes sing at the Olympia Stadium, the Roostertail
or 20 Grand Lounge.
And all of the top bands at the Eastown Theater.
Or the Graystone or Vanity Ballroom, and that all the great ballrooms became
psychedelic rock barns in the 60s.
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You danced to the live music of The Temptations at your high school sock hop and
Motown music was all over the radio.
You went on Detroit Bandstand hosted by Dale Young. You ordered the tickets by mail
and your mom would drive you and a friend to the studio on Second Blvd.
You danced under the mirror ball or saw The Who or Janis Joplin at the Grande Ballroom.
And you know that owner Russ Gibb brought all of the psychedelic and power rock bands there
in the late 60's/early 70's.
You remember a hip newspaper called The Fifth Estate.
You remember the Detroit Wheels football team.
You went to the Motown Revue at the Fox Theater and saw the Four Tops, the Temptations, Gladys
Knight and the Pips, the Supremes, Stevie Wonder, Marvin Gaye and
Tammie Terrell, and Willie Tyler & Lester...all for $3.00!
You remember when Mitch Ryder & the Detroit Wheels were big.
And Martha Jean the Queen, a Motown DJ.
Or dancing to Rusty Day & the Midnighters at the Chatter Box, a teen nightclub at 13 Mile and Mound
Rds.
Or every Sunday afternoon, Johnny Walenda would host Teen Age Nightclub,
a party / talent show / dance at the Gay Haven in Dearborn.
Or having your prom at the Masonic Temple downtown.
You sometimes wonder what happened to Jimmy Hoffa.
You remember when there was no Lodge Freeway, no I-696, and I-75 only went
as far as Troy.
You knew someone who went to John Williams' Beauty School after high school
to become a beautician. Or to Virginia Farrell Acadamy and the Clairol Institute.
You remember your first strawberry, chocolate or vanilla Creamale in a frosted glass from
Vernor's at the foot of Woodward near Bob-Lo. A bearded troll on every bottle and always
a sneeze on the first sip.
You remember Crystal Pool at 8 Mile and Greenfield.
Or how about Kiddieland Amusement Park on 8 Mile between Schaefer and Greenfield.
You remember Plum Street when it was trying to imitate Haight Ashbury.
When there were signs on the lawns of homes in Highland Park during the block-busting
years that said "This home NOT for sale."
When the freighter Montrose sunk under the Ambassador Bridge in 1961 (a big attraction
while riding the Bob-Lo boat).
You remember Paw Paw Charlie (Charlie Maxwell), a Detroit Tiger who was known for hitting
home runs on Sundays.
You remember the Detroit Shopping News.
Derby Hill when there were soap box derby car races sponsored by Chevrolet.
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The giant clown slide at Lasky Playfield they cemented up after someone got hurt.
When Eastern Market was the only place to get your flowers for spring planting.
And when Joe Muer's had a restaurant near there.
When Sam's department store was behind Hudson's downtown (and it had nothing to do
with Sam Walton).
Going to the Top Hat Supper Club to see Sonny & Cher. Or you remember your parents
going to the Metropole or Elmwood Supper Clubs, all in Windsor.
You remember when Sunday meant getting dressed up to go to church, family dinners,
quiet streets, and closed stores.
You pronounce Kmart as Kmarts, and Ford as Fords.
You had an Uncle (Joshua Doore) in the furniture business.
You remember Belvedere Construction's phone number TYler 8-7100 and their mottos:
"We Do Good Work" and "Have No Fear With Belvedere.”
You remember Mr. Belvedere (Maurice Lezell) sitting next to Conrad Patrick and saying
"I'm glad you asked me that, Conrad."
You thought the Big Tire on I-94 might roll away one day. Or you tried to image how big the
car was that it came from. Or how it picked up that nail (now removed).
You had breakfast with Santa at Crowley's downtown and got to take your hot chocolate
mug home with you.
You crawled all over the Golden Goose at Westland Mall and thought the golden egg
seemed so BIG!
You remember the moving E & B Beer sign on Third and Grand Boulevard.
Or the animated, fife-playing cartoon character “Johnny Pfeiffer” on the beer sign at the
corner of Tireman and West Grand Blvd.
Or going to the GM Building to see model cars made by kids as future designs.
When you could go to the top of the Fisher Building.
Or, watching the billboard that blew smoke rings at Grand Boulevard and Gratiot while
waiting at the bus stop.
You played at the Ridgemont Golf Course in East Detroit (before it became Eastpointe).
The TV2 Swimmobile held thousands of gallons of water in a portable swimming pool
hauled by a semi truck that would come to your neighborhood in the summertime.
You remember Black Bart, and the Faygo pop song:
"Which way did he go, which way did he go? He went for Faygo Old Fashioned Root Beer"
and their slogan "I'm too pooped to participate."
Or Uptown, the pop with the little guy (Herkimer) who grew tired blowing up bottles, and told
his boss "I'm too pooped to participate." His boss advises, "Then live it up up with Uptown!"
You remember going to lunch downtown at Greenfield's (for the cloverleaf rolls)
or to Quickee's.
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You told your mom, husband, boyfriend, sister, friend, whoever...to meet you under the
Kern's Clock.
You went to the Big Cow at Mack and Dickerson for ice cream.
You had the pleasure of being "served" at Victor Lim's in Grand Circus Park.
You knew someone who was born at Memorial, Receiving or Crittendon Hospital.
You had a car with a "Sock it to 'em Tigers" bumper sticker, and you remember
Terry Cashman's "Tiger Baseball" song.
You can still hear 'The Voice of the Tigers' Harry Heilmann's broadcasts. When the Tigers
were out of town, he'd read the play-by-play from a teletype.
You were proud...then embarrassed...of Tigers pitcher Denny McLain.
You heard "Rollie Pollie Mickey Lolich, Tigers Won the Series" playing on Keener.
You remember trying to decide which downtown side-by-side restaurant to eat at,
Lafayette or American Coney Island.
You remember when going to The Top of The Flame in the gas building downtown was
THE place to go after the prom.
Velvet Peanut Butter with the three little imps named Fresh, Pure and Delicious.
Farrell's, where you loved to go for your birthday (video). The sound of a siren and a banging
drum meant you'd ordered the The Zoo, a HUGE bowl of assorted ice creams and toppings
that arrived on a stretcher (and you got to sign the Pig's Trough with much embarrassment).
If you ate it all, it was free! (video)
You know that WJR as "The Greatest Radio Station in the World" and broadcasted from the
"Golden Tower of the Fisher Building.”
You watched Rita Bell's "Prize Movie."
"Dialing for Dollars" with Larry Adderley, or
Bob Allison of "Ask Your Neighbor," "House Detective" and "Bowling for Dollars," or
Fred Wolf hosting "Championship Bowling" on Sunday mornings, or
Don Kremer and Chuck Walby as co-hosts of "Beat the Champ," or
Crafts with Carol Duvall (now on HGTV).
You remember weatherman Sonny Eliot (who's still doing the weather for WWJ radio)
using a chalkboard map to fill in temperatures and forecasts for rain or snow, along with
a removable Keweenaw peninsula. And his weekly TV program "At The Zoo."
And opinionated newscasting by Bill Bonds
You watched the Lou Gordon Show with Lou's wife Jackie as co-host, tellin' it like it was.
The Lady of Charm, Edythe Fern Melrose.
Or George Pierrot's "World Adventure Series," one of the first local color programs
offered in Detroit. (Who can forget George occasionally dozing off on the set.)
You remember Van Patrick and Mel Ott broadcasting the Detroit Tigers games from
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Tiger Stadium on radio station WKMH ("At 1310 on your dial").
You remember Ernie Harwell and George Kell.
And Byron MacGregor on CKLW 20-20 News.
And Mary Morgan and the Million Dollar Movies she hosted with her dog Liebshein
on CKLW channel 9 on Sunday afternoons, after Bill Kennedy "At the Movies."
And Dave Diles, and J.P. McCarthy.
And Detroit's first husband and wife news team, John Kelly and Marilyn Turner.
You listened at night to WJBK's Ed McKenzie as Jack the Bellboy, then Tom Clay
who started the "Beatles Booster Club" and whose theme song was "That's All."
And "The Bird," Robin Seymour, DJ and host of "Swingin' Time" on CKLW. Or even further
back, "Bobbin with Robin" on WKMH.
Or you were a fan of Bud Davies' Top Ten Dance Party.
You listened to Pie Plant Pete, Bashful Joe, and Bud Guest (son of Edgar Guest) on WJR in
the mornings, and their advertiser was Detroit-based Pet-Ritz pies, "Like momma used to make!"
Or maybe your favorite DJ was Johnny Slagle and Pat Tobin ("Pat 'n' Johnny Show")
whose theme song was Cherokee by Charlie Barnett, and sign-off message was
"So long, kids. Love y'all!"
And Jay Roberts, host of "Night Flight 760" on WJR where we went around the world.
Or Morgus the Magnificent, the mad scientist who did the weather on Ch 2 at 5:55 pm
weekdays, then host a scary movie (usually a Japanese sci-fi) Saturday nights at 11:30.
You called Channel 7's Jerry Stanecki "The Newshawk" for help when you got ripped off.
You remember Sir Graves Ghastly, the host who dressed as a vampire and showed
horror movies on Saturday afternoon.
And The Ghoul.
Watching Armchair Theater and hearing "Ready projection." "Ready, Mr. Dale." "Lights out, please.
Roll 'em."
Or how about Tom Ryan who hosted WKBD Channel 50's The Captain Detroit Show,
where he played Sgt. Sacto from 1967-1970. (In 1982, he was the wacky vampire
Count Scary on WDIV Channel 4 which is still seen every Halloween around Detroit).
Or Sagebrush Shorty (Ted Lloyd) and his puppet pals Skinny Duggan and
Broncho Billy Buttons.
How about The Green Hornet?
You remember when the only TV channels were:
2 ~ WJBK (CBS)
4 ~ WWJ (NBC)
7 ~ WXYZ (ABC)
9 ~ CKLW (CBC)
On a good day, you could tune in 11 and 13 out of Toledo. In later years, UHF 50 & 56.
YOU REMEMBER:
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Let’s See Willy Dooit starring Willy Dooit, Gee-Whizzer, Applesauce the Dragon, Professor Smart. and
Molly Cuddles
Milky the Clown (Clare Cummings), "Milky's Movie Party"
Soupy Sales (Milton Supman, also known as Milton Hines) and his Bird Bath Club, along with (Clyde
Adler as) White Fang ("the meanest dog in all of Dee-troit"),
Black Tooth ("the sweetest dog in all of Dee-troit"), Hippy the Hippo, and Pookie the Lion. Who can
forget Willie the Worm, Marilyn Monwolf, and The Man at the Door?
Jingles (Jerry Booth) in "Boofland," and Herkimer Dragon, Cecil B. Rabbit, the King of Boofland and
Mr. Binki the Postman, all voiced by Larry Sands.
Jerry Booth's Fun House with a purple moose head mounted on the wall named Clyde, who always said
"Uh-huh."
Johnny Ginger (Galen Grindle), "Curtain Time Theater" and "The Johnny Ginger Show"
Bozo the Clown (played by both Art Cervi and Bob McNea)
Captain Jolly (Toby David) and Poopdeck Paul (Allan Schultz) brought us Popeye cartoons on Channel
9 (CKLW) and an appreciation of spinach.
Ricky the Clown (Irv Romig) whose sponsor was Tip Top bread.
Wixie the Pixie (Marv Welch), host of Wixie’s Wonderland, whose sponsor was Bosco chocolate syrup.
WWJ’s kiddie show Playschool with Mary Melody, hosted by Marv's ex-wife Eleanor.
Harry Jarkey, the host of Our Friend Harry, a morning variety show on WXYZ. Then on Saturday
mornings in 1959, Fun House, a game show for kids.
Romper Room with Miss Ardis (Kenealy) and Miss Flora (Asseltine)
The Lone Ranger and Sergeant Preston of the Yukon played by Brace Beemer.
Oopsy the Clown (Bob McNea)
Auntie Dee's (Parker) and Uncle Jimmie (Stevenson)
NOW...
What's the magic word? Twin Pines ! More at http://www.detroitmemories.com/index.html
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Farrell's

Above dated 1970
Farrels continuted Patti Duff Brown All you people saying the pig's trough was the one they ran
around with are wrong. It was called "the Zoo." It was a huge bowl of ice cream that they brought out
on a stretcher that had a hole in the middle for the bowl. They would run a siren, and the servers would
run through the restaurant with it, and then bring it to the table; usually for a birthday party. I never
ordered a pig's trough, which has been pictured above. That's basically just a lot of ice cream for one
person to try and eat. My favorite was the tin roof sundae. Yummy!
Pamela Wesner It was such a cool place. I never knew how lucky I was at the time.
Wayne Vanderhoof Dawn, loved the "candy store" at checkout. Always got to pick out at least a few
things on the way out.
Pamela Wesner They had the biggest jawbreakers I have ever seen. To this day I've never seen them
that big. Baseball size !!
Theresa Duff Jackoviak Tadych I was running a Zoo once, the other server turned too fast and took off.
I didn't have the other end as I was turning it on my shoulders. The whole thing fell and flipped on the
floor right in front of the GM. I laughed, but he didn't. The whole room applauded.
Diane Stutzky Koschke I miss Farrell's !!! :-(
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Sanders at Tech Plaza
Deb Coffey Oh how I miss Sanders at Tech Plaza
Don Raczak Sanders cakes and candy; was always considered something as pretty special.
Cheryl Rothe Hot fudge cream puff at sanders/tech plaza! It was such a big deal to go there and sit at
the counter.
Bonnie Sheppard Bancroft I think Sander's had the most creamy, milk chocolate, ice cream, I have ever
tasted. Way better than Ben and Jerry's or any of the others available.
Russell Nardi Sanders is now owned by Morley's. There is a store INSIDE the Morley's factory on Hall
Road in Clinton TWP. You can get all the bumpy cake and other Sanders items you want there!
This Garland stove was brought to the State Fair of late. The State Fair was an exciting place for us
kids. What do you remember about it? Wesley
Arnold
We raised rabbits for wool and for food when
I
was a child in Center Line. My parents were
active in a rabbit breeders club. I got to raise
and show my best rabbit at the State Fair
every fall. There was a small entry fee but it
got
us into the Fair every day without extra cost.
My rabbit always won a ribbon and once in
awhile a trophy sponsored by the club.
What else that was great was that the State
Fair had many little places to visit. There was
the
horse riding and training events and one could
visit every horse and meet the other kids who
were in usually in 4H clubs who were their
with their horses, cows, pigs, sheep and other
animals. There was a cow and calf statue made of butter. There were many rides and things in the
carnival area. But what was most interesting were the various exhibits from car companies, businesses
and other groups. There were car crash movies and other movies. Exhibits of home made cakes and
dishes, quilting, knitting. There were several buildings such as Whitehall that had business exhibits.
And there were lots of food places with many different foods plus the usual carnival goodies. In front
of the Rabbit and poultry building was a fortune telling couple/psychic who was fascinating. I
remember a big white house which I think was Grant's house but it is no longer there. The Boy Scouts
had a rope bridge across the long pond. The marsh area was added later. I met Cisco there and he gave
me an autograph. Now computer students are becoming Cisco certified. wink emoticon What else do
you remember about the State Fair?
Tom Jovanovich I remember when it was on Jefferson...
Wes Arnold Remember
visiting Yates Cider Mill
and other local mills. This
is where one creek crossed
another by water bridge.
Bob DevineI grew up in
Warren, Michigan
posted these fotos.
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Wesley Arnold: There were many “hard cider”
producers in the very old days. Distribution was
particularly in full operation during elections. In early
Warren Township many farm men were swayed to vote
for officials at their get togethers in which very hard
cider was served.
There some home cider operations in the Warren area
but no commercial ones have been reported.
Riding Stables Horses
Christine Pagel Bratcher
I grew up on Streefkerk, off Mound between 14 Mile
and Chicago. Remember the riding stable, B-W on 14
mile? Don's drug store and cherry cokes? I miss it.
Wesley Arnold Prior to the 1920s every family owned horses. During the 1920s cars became more
abundant than horses because they were less work to take care of and did not require food and barns
and daily feeding. A few families had horses in the 1930s. By the 1940s horses were practically gone.
except for a few riding and boarding stables. Now if you ride a horse anywhere in the city you will get
a ticket.
I have been told about the Ryan Riding Stables at 9 Mile. People had fun riding. There were several
Riding Ranches in the area. Just waiting for folks to give us the names.
Theresa Sippl Patterson Used to be one at 26 and Van Dyke I think. They also did hay rides in the
fall/Halloween.
Another one was Silver Saddles, not sure of where that one was but I think it was close to the Motor
City Drag Strip on 26 mile in Marine City. Maybe that one was Sugarbush stables.
Any one remember these?
Janice Silvio
Remember the stables at Palco's 11 & Bunert?? Use to have my horse there, loved riding down 11
mile and to Tower High School to visit friends and grab some pizza at Keg & Cas..
Janice Silvio Yes it is a place full of great memories.
Jackilyn M. Palco Cattera hey you guys..I have fond memories of both you too. Palcco's was fun back
then and still is : )
Janice Silvio Thats right Jackie, Palco's will always be tops in my heart!! See you VERY Soon.. So
excited!!! Bet u r 2
Julie Gerlach loved going there to see the horses
Tammy Sherman- Bowers my grand parents had 4 horse there
Linda Mary
Does anybody else remember a giant slide fire escape at Harding Elementary. I was there in 67-68 for
"nursery" school. We had drills using it. Anybody else? Why'd they get rid of them, anybody know?
Nancy Butler Thanks, Wesley. The web site looks fascinating! So much to learn, so little time.
Bob Marlene Davis In summer, no one on our street had AC, so in the evening, everyone sat on their
porches, visiting other "porch families", drinking Kool-aid and ice tea.
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Sissor-Knife Sharpener Man
Jim Parsons Who remembers the guy that would drive around in a three wheel cart and sharpen
knives or whatever you needed to be sharpened? I would see him all the time in Warren during the
summer. He lived at Campell and 14 mile. He would pack his cart out in the front of his house. rant
Leszczynski The little white and blue 3 wheeled cart that emitted the bell sound? I remember him.
Grant Leszczynski The old man that drove the cart died in 2002. A neighbor by my mothers house new
him and told me.
Playing in the Woods
Steve Tocco Who remembers playing the the woods that were just west of Bi-County Hospital and
east of the electrical towers (10 Mile & Schoenherr)? I spent all my spare time in those woods--playing
army, digging foxholes, catching tadpoles, frogs & butterflies and riding mini-bikes around the trails.
My friends and I even spent one summer night shooting bottle rockets AT EACH OTHER (Michael
Marrone was one of them). Another time, I was coming down a ladder from a tree-fort and jumped onto
a board with a nail sticking out of it. The nail went through my shoe and deep into my foot. My buddies
had to run home and get a mini-bike to cart me out of the woods because I couldn't walk. The blood
trail is probably still there. Some of the best memories of my youth were in those wonderful woods in
Warren!!!!
Wes Arnold In talking to old timers this is a common theme. We who grew up with woods nearby as
kids explored them and learned about nature. Some of us became scouts and learned even more
including decent values. Many scouts then went on canoe or other adventure trips. Many became
leaders. Some saved lives. My life was saved by a scout.
Deb Coffey Steve, did you grow up on Palomino? My aunt lived on the east side of the street and had a
gate to the easement. We would go out hiking with her dog and the dog would chase the rabbits and
pheasants.
Anna F. Bozyk We did those same things in Hayes Woods, between Masonic and 14 Mile Road. We
brought home many a pollywog hoping one day they would turn into a frog!
Ed Golick
Who remembers when somebody stole the "Bring 'Em Back
Alive" banner that hung on the AAA building on Van Dyke in
Center Line, and hung it on the funeral home next door? Great
prank! Would have been about 1968.
Pamela Wesner
Does anyone remember the pig slaughter house on Sherwood
just north of 9 mile. You could hear those poor pigs for miles I
believe. We heard them before we found them. The lot had
huge brick walls that surrounded the place so and we would
climb up them and sit on the top to see what that awful sound
was. I know it was terrible of us, but for some reason us kids
found it entertaining in the city.
James Kardasz
Remember the airport across the freeway from Oakland
Mall. I remember almost every year when I'd watch the news
with my folks it seemed that at least 1 or 2 planes would end up
landing on I 75 because they couldn't quite reach the runway there.
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Ted Larkins Ted Larkins There were 11 children in the McKinley family.......I didn't know how to post
this in the airport thread.
Nancy Lee Stevens-Goike My dad built a Taylor Mono back in the 70's and flew it out of McKinley for
years
Eric Hengehold
Anyone else remember the Warren Police helicopters? I sure do. We used to ride our mini-bikes and
snowmobiles around the feilds near 10 Mile and Schoenherr area only to have them turn their spotlight
in our direction and fly towards us. That's when the chase was on. Matter of fact... I'm almost positive
that pilot is still looking for us...lol.
Ken Roeske
Okay, does anyone remember riding bikes to this house off Bunert. In the early mid 70's once or twice
a year Mr. Bunert would come down Martin with his old steam tractor and give rides. You could hear
him blow the whistle. I wonder where that tractor is today?
Wes Arnold It went to the family farm further north probably near Almont.
Party Lines on Telephones
W.A:You had no choice. For many years 1940s and early 1950s there was not enough equipment to
give everyone their own private phone. So you had to share like it or not. It worked for most people
and eventually the phone company installed enough equipment for everyone to have a one family
phone.
Britta Hartmann Woutersz Who used to talk on party line
Vicki Dorff-Rice My neighbor was on ours, used to listen to the older son talk to his girlfriend !
Brian Prost When I was real young I remember having to make sure nobody was on the phone before I
made a call. You would pick up the phone and could hear 2 other people you didn't know having a
conversation. My parents told me to apologize and hang up. That was weird.
Bonnie Sheppard Bancroft Don't know how 2 entire families shared one phone line. But we did ! Now
each kid over the age of 4 has to have their own phone. Liked it better the old way. Mom--"Get off that
phone, you have been on it over a half hour !!!"
Anna F. Bozyk I forgot about that. How about when you could hear your neighbor's conversation as
clear as day on those corded telephones. You would say, "Hello, Hello...I can hear you!" But they
wouldn't respond because while you could hear EVERY THING they were saying, THEY couldn't hear
YOU. Awkward. Then you'd hang up and try again later.
Anna F. Bozyk Tony, our parents were so strict, we were even afraid to TALK about boys. We used to
talk in code when the parents were within earshot...usually changing the boy's name to a girl's name.
Richard became Regina, Brian became Brenda, etc.
Sooooo silly when I think of it some 40 years later! Strict
Italian, Catholic, family, lol.
Timotiejus Sevelis posted this picture
Bernie F Thomas
What are some of your best memories from Warren
Patricia Ciluffo Sitting on the curb with the neighborhood
gang just before the streetlights came on. And watching
my little brother's baseball team win their championship with him as their pitcher!! Good times!
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Leslie Wilt sitting on the roof and watching the fireworks go off at the Van Dyke drive-in and summer
nights plating games on the front lawn with the neighbor kids
Diana Walls Gorang Being able to go anywhere even at the very young age of 4 I was wondering down
the street to visit with all the neighbors and my mom would know i would be fine. Also sun bathing on
the garage roof.
Gail Gruenburg Going wherever I wanted to and being safe.
Sharon Osak Ice skating at Butcher Park...growing up with tons of neighborhood kids.Dec
Gerald Irwin Childhood friends...
Martha DuPree staying outside all day and coming in when the street lights came on, oh yea Motor
City Skating Rink
Shannon Mayers Being able to purchase my first home at the age of 21.
Lori Mizzi Spillane My dad would take us to open swim night at Warren High School. Best night of the
week'
Mike Zitny When the had the thanksgiving parade
Betty Capps Going to Motor City roller rink on Friday nights
Betty Capps Cruzing Gratiot in the 70s
Shelley Stiver Brannon Ice skating at Edison field off Common, Buscemi's Pizza, and Tringali's
Bakery.
Don Raczak So many things: Playing all day...playing more at night, lighting mosquito chasers and
sitting on the curb with my friends..and sometimes; laying in the grass and looking at the stars.
Don Stanley When I was about 6 or 7, my next door neighbor and I; liked to roll around the sidewalk
with our red wagons. One knee in the wagon, and push our selves down the sidewalk to where we
wanted to go. We both had maps of Michigan that our parents didn't need; so we would look at the map
and pick out a city like Grand Rapids..and pretend to go there..as we pushed our way down the block,
turned around and came back. Our version of wishing we were older and could actually drive there. I
wish I could go back in time..and whisper to myself..."enjoy this...you will grow up and do all of the
things you are pretending..but, you can never come back." Stay in the now...just as long as you can.
Sharon Brendle Lane Warm summer nights sitting on the front porch with all my neighbors
Kelly Moskal Bolman Don, That is awesome memory and a even better wish.
Julie Tisdelle Perry I loved growing up in Warren with about 80 kids in our neighborhood and always
having someone to play with. I lived on Suburban behind Warren Woods and in the summer we had
parks and rec where we made those plastic bracelets and played the game Carroms which I loved. We
would play baseball and have like 20 people on a team. I am surprised anyone could get a hit LOL. I
am still best friends with my childhood friend Rose and she has been there for me these last 3 years
especially with all my husbands illnesses. I will never forget the friends I grew up with because they
are still special to me and will always be.
Susan Moreno xmas caroling tobuy gifts at 8mile dollar store in the 60's
Pam O'Connor Waldecker watching a tank drive down 12 mile
Joseph Reasons Easy......school, sports and tremendous friends. Everything else is pretty much a blur at
my age.
Connie M. Harris The Warren Parade every Saturday after Thanksgiving.
Anna F. Bozyk My favorite memories of Warren are of being able to play freely from sun-up, to
sundown. The second the sun streamed in through my window it was a quick bowl of Cream of Wheat,
and then we were dressed and out the door. Making mud pies in the yard, turning our bikes upside
down to make an "ice-cream truck", riding our bikes all through the neighborhood, (and being
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especially excited when we found a "catwalk" to ride through,) picnics and ballgames at "Frost Park",
admiring Warren gardens through chain link fences, playing hopscotch, jump rope, Frozen Tag, and
Kickball with our neighbors, ( 15 of us in 4 houses) riding up to 13 and Schoenherr Kmart and Yankees
to buy records and earrings, waiting for the ice-cream truck, building forts in "Hayes Woods"...I could
go on and on about the place I call home. What a safe, family- oriented place for a child to explore. I
love that Warren was our introduction out into the world!
Wes Arnold: We were very poor I had no dad to support, had a crippled mom, couldn't afford to go
out much what a joy it was when the scouts went camping and on trips. We camped all over in tents
even in winter. We learned to survive. We learned First Aid and to help others. Some saved lives.
Scouting had great values and Ideals for us. We learned to swim ride horses and went on canoe
trips. We even went to a airplane flight school. Best of all was the horseback riding, canoe trips, flying
and having good decent friends. Later some of them became leaders and successful businessmen.
Several scouts became astronauts. (not from my troop) Two walked on the moon.
Michael Rose
Christmas Remembrance (please forgive the length):
The house on Essex Street, in which I spent my real growing years, was quite small by most any
standard. When we moved there from our previous home on Lozier Street, a few blocks away, I was
glad to live closer to my school. You can’t get closer than right across the street. It was September of
1962, and I had just begun the fifth grade at Elizabeth Little Elementary School. Thinking back, I
believe I was also grateful that moving didn’t mean a change of schools, and I could remain close to
my neighborhood friends, and schoolmates. After all, my family had a well established pattern of
moving quite often, for one reason or another. Between my birth and that house on Essex, I had lived in
six other houses. From my start in Kindergarten, until I completed the first grade, I attended four
different schools. Thankfully, this would come to be our final move, until after I was grown.
I am the youngest of six children, and every year of my adult life, as my Ghost of Christmas Past
comes to visit me during the Christmas Season, that house on Essex is the one most revisited. By the
time we took residence there, our family had already grown considerably, with nieces and nephews
coming along. I remember my anticipation of the family gathering together for Christmas day, and the
joy that came with the arrival of each of my siblings and their families. Although I gave it little thought
then, I’ve long since been amazed that we managed to have ten adults, and as many as 15 children,
myself included, comfortably crammed into a house that could not have been more than 600 square feet
in size. My mother prepared and served a meal for all of us, that was truly a bountiful feast, and
somehow everyone found a place to sit and partake of the bounty, until they no longer had room for
more. There were babies being feed, changed, and passed around. There were babies crawling around
in search of what they could find, and toddlers running around in play. There was plenty of laughter
that rose above the sounds of multiple conversations, the cries of babies, the squeals of small children
that melded to create the constant din of our celebration. No one was anxious to leave, and everyone
stayed until well after night fall. With the passing of time, certain years stand out a little more than
others, but mostly those times have blended together into one incredible memory.
What have I best remembered? It’s neither the nature nor quality of the gifts received or given from
year to year, nor how nicely they were wrapped. It’s simply the good fortune that allowed for them. It’s
neither how well decorated the tree may have been, nor the details of how the home was decorated
overall. Financial resources didn’t allow for much finery, so my memory brings mostly my gratitude
that we had a tree with decorations to put on it, and the joyfulness that made it grand in my young eyes.
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Most of all, I remember how my parents gave the very best of themselves to me and my family, and
how we, in turn, gave the best of ourselves to them and to one another. Equal to this is the memory of
all that we did without. Because, as we managed to cram together in that little house, year after year,
we did without negative incident or hostility, without ill feelings or family members missing because of
them, without bitter or angry words exchanged, without petty jealousies or competition, without merely
tolerating one another until it could all be over. I remember a family love so deeply planted, so richly
nourished, so overwhelmingly wondrous and compelling, that it remained throughout the other 364
days of our years, and is still alive and well today. I do not fear my Ghost of Christmas Past, but rather
I invite him in and relish his visit, for he so kindly assists as I count my many Christmas blessings. In
spite of death, distance or circumstance, he brings all my beloved to me throughout the holiday season.
Although I may not physically see them, they are here with me as surely as they have ever been, in our
great and everlasting bond of love, that remains the greatest and most lasting gift we have given to
one another.
My parents have been gone for a number of years now, but the finer and truer qualities of life that they
gave me and taught me, flavored with the richness of the experiences that came with growing up
among the friends and families of South Warren, remain a large part of who I am. I learned that it's
not the size of the house, nor how rich the neighborhood, that matters. But rather the love that
resides in the house, and in the neighborhood, that allows a child to securely grow into who they
choose to be. Looking back, there is no other place, and there are no other circumstances, that I would
chose to grow up in. As a child, my home-life and my neighborhood provided me a wonderful
combination that, both then and now, has always allowed me to honestly say, “It's a Wonderful Life”.
Michael Rose stated:
Here we have found a haven where many of our fond memories can be placed and shared, with those
who can most appreciate them. Memories that grow all the fonder and more precious, as our years have
distanced us from them. Even as we revisit them together, beyond the virtual walls of this group (and
perhaps to some degree, within them), there is a sea of troubled souls. You may not be swimming in
those waters yourself, but likely a family member, friend, or an acquaintance is. Especially during this
time of the year. You may even be among the few who are blessed enough to be far enough from its
shore, to not have a clear view of it, or even have no real personal view of it at all. If this is so, then you
probably can't know how fully blessed you actually are. Certainly some choose to look back on their
life, ready to bemoan the grief, the heartache, the disappointments, and the failures. I, like most of you,
choose to mostly look back on my life, and celebrate the “Hallmark” moments. Perhaps the best of
which, I've found laced within the grief, resting upon the heartaches, and resulting from the ultimate
good that came from those disappointments and failures. Yet, I know that there are those who's lives
have been a constant struggle, with many hardships, and who's “Hallmark” moments have been few.
Those who have spent and are spending, far too many times, on the outside looking in. Those who were
not privileged to have the view of their world, that we have been so fortunate to have of ours. As you
celebrate the days of Christmas, and share your good fortune with family and friends, please also be
mindful of such as these, in the knowledge that there, with just a single change in circumstance
along your way, you could find yourself among them. Please be mindful, during this season, and
throughout the year, that your simple and deliberate acts of kindness, can, and will, mean far
more than you will ever know. God Bless!
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Patricia Malinowski
Does anyone remember the small plane that crashed between 2 houses on Jewett....early 60s?
Deborah Ann Fillinger Hlavaty It was on Toepher, south side but it was late 80's when it happened. It
flew low over our house (2 blocks. away) we knew it was going to crash, it was horrifying. Both
parents were killed, the children lived.
Eric Montroy i lived down on Panama at that time and was watching Johny Carson and heard it crash.
My friend's ( Carrie W. ) mom lived in the little pink house right behind the house, we ran down there
to make sure she was ok ( she was ) . that was in 86 or 87.
Andrea Schaefer Wilburn One crashed in the 80's as well near 9 and Ryan, I believe. Norma, a girl
from school, and her husband died. Three daughters survived. Tragic.
Diana Collins I remember the one on Jewett, our Dr. Dr Kogut was the coroner at the time and
remember him talking about it because he knew your inlaws lived there Pat. There was also one yrs
later at Toepher and VanDyke by the A&W Both were headed for the Detroit City Airport. I'm sure I
spelled his name wrong it doesn't look right. Lol.
Theresa Sippl Patterson Anyone remember the 'safe' landing of a small plane on Martin Rd east of
Schoenherr? It landed in the front yard of that new big house missing the trees and power lines. I think
that was in the 80's not sure though.
Lawrence Pence I was there with the crew from Engine 2. It hit just inside the back fence line between
the garage and lot line. There was some but not much damage to the home and garage. It had 3 men
aboard from Syeracuse, NY. No one on the ground was hurt but the people in the house were scared.
Don't blame them.

Karen Brown Becovic
Linda Finkel When I was teaching, my second graders ordered a
book from Scholastic Book sales called "Cat's Cradle". It showed
how to do all of these "tricks". My students were quite impressed
that I could do these tricks. (They thought that
their generation was the first to "discover" cat's
cradle!)
note first picture shows cats cradle.
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia:
“The game consists of two or more players making a sequence of
string figures, each altering the figure made by the previous player. The game begins with one player
making the eponymous figure Cat's Cradle (above). After each figure, the next player manipulates that
figure and removes the string figure from the hands of the previous player with one of a few simple
motions and tightens the loop to create another figure, for example, Diamonds. Diamonds might then
lead to Candles, for example, and then Manger—an inverted Cat's Cradle—and so on. Most of the core
figures allow a choice between two or more subsequent figures: for example, Fish in a Dish can
become Cat's Eye or Manger. The game ends when a player makes a mistake or creates a dead-end
figure, such as Two Crowns, which can't be turned into anything else. The game also may be played
solo, as is done in Japan and Hawaii” Other string games were "Jacob's Ladder", "Kitty Whiskers",
"Cup and Saucer" and others. momsminivan.com/ stated: All that is needed is some string or yarn for
this fun filled activity, making it ideal for playing in the car on long trips. Skill levels vary from super
easy to very difficult, so there is something for everyone. It requires concentration, dexterity, and it
fosters perseverance and patience. Kids love to practice new figures over and over as they learn them.
Wesley Arnold: here are a few fotos showing some of the patterns.
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Cats Eye

Cats Broom

Cats Diamonds

Cats Hex

Cats Candles

Cats Manger

Jacob's Ladder

Cat Whiskers

How to make a Cootie Catcher: Also called a Paper Fortune Teller

1. If you start with a standard sheet of paper you will need to make it square by folding one corner over to the edge and
cutting off the extra flap.
2. Unfold it and you have a square.
3. Fold the other corners and crease again. Unfold so you are back to the square.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Next, fold each corner point into the center of the paper. Use the creases as a guide to help keep your folds straight.
With all four corners folded it should look like this.
Next, flip the whole thing over to the other side
and fold all four corners points into the center again.
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8. With all of the corners folded in it will look like this.
9. Lift up the flaps and write the fortunes under here.
10. Write the numbers 1-8 on each of the triangles.
11. Flip it over and color or write the name of a different color on each flap.
12. Crease it along the flap lines, then flip it back over and stick your two
thumbs and two forefingers into each of the four flap pockets. Fingers
should press center creases so that all 4 flaps meet at a point in the center.
Now you know how to make a cootie catcher!
Be sure to see the printable Cootie Catcher/ Fortune Teller templates
available at Momsminivan.com! There is also a video there so you can see
it in action.
How to play the Cootie Catcher game (Paper Fortune Teller): # Have a player choose one of the top four squares. Spell the
color they chose while you open and close the Cootie Catcher once for each letter in the color they selected. The player then
selects one of the four visible numbers on the inside. Open up and down and side to side as you count the right amount they
picked. When you've stopped counting, look inside and let the player choose again. Open and close the right number of
times, then choose once more. Open the panel under the number and read the fortune under the panel. Play again and again.
There are all kinds of variations to this game. Just use a little imagination when making your cootie catcher. Instead
of colors on the top squares, you can put just about anything -- animals, weather, planets, people, anything! Also, come up
with your own fortunes. Here are a few fortune ideas to get you started:
Cootie Catcher Fortune ideas: You have a secret admirer.
Someday you will be the President of the United States.
Today you will find something you thought was lost.
You will have great wealth.
You will travel somewhere new.
You will do a good deed today.
You will receive an award this month.
You will make a new friend soon.
You will make straight A's on your report card.
You need to study harder.
You will forget something important!
You will learn a new game.

Games we played in the Old days
Wesley Arnold: Number one was Explore with our bikes, or walking into new strange areas. In times
past it would be on a horse. This included fields, meadows, woods, construction areas,under bridges, by
creeks, into big sewers, into others property (kids still do it today), the sidewalks, local streets, others
houses etc. Racing game with bikes, wagons, cazrts, or on foot. Included chasine friends and other kids
and pets. Pulling things in carts and wagons. Ball games bounce, catch, dodge ball, hit
someone, how far, how fast. Of course the sports baseball, basketball, football, soccor
golf. Fighting games boxing wrestling, fighting. Girls did hop scotch, jax, dolls, doll
houses, doctor, Card games. Board games checkers, chess, backgammon, life,
monopoly, scrabble, Chinese checkers, Domonos, pool, caroms. Of course there were
hundreds of toys and games parents might get for their children such as Kaleidoscope, Telescope,
Microscope, weather kit, electronic kits, chemistry kits, View Master, Erector sets, log sets, tinker toys
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Michael Rose shared his photo.
My 1960 Lozier Street Christmas morning. Posting in the face of
today's political correctness. Indeed, we played with guns, and our
guns looked real. We had large doses of shoot-em-up westerns and
war, in both movies and TV. In our play, we mimicked the heroes
we saw, on the screens. Many of us were the sons and nephews of
men who had fought in World War II, and/or Korea. Yet we became
the "peace and love" generation, including most of us who took up
arms, on behalf of our nation, during the Vietnam War.
Wes Arnold: it is not the toy guns it is the parenting which is absent
in many cases today.
Wally Potter And NOBODY grew up wanting to be the BAD GUY.
We had a mixture of Hopalong Cassity, Roy & Dale Rogers, Gene
Autry, Gabby Hays, and my favorite was cowboy Bob Steel. Bob would jump on his horse from over
rear end and immediately race off after the bad guys with his guns just a blazing. His "energy drink"
(and mine) was Oveltine
Tony Gervasi we were taught to use and respect firearms at an early age. For us firearms put a lot of
food on our tables including Christmas. Go NRA
Sandra Kur Doss 23 When I was little about a week before Christmas my
mom would wrap us kids each a small (shaker) present. We had all week to
and figure out what it was. It might be a box of marbles, pick up sticks or
maybe candy or bubble gum. We sure had fun guessing all week. I miss the
little things like that, that made Christmas exciting as a kid. I certainly do
enjoy my grandkids and watching Christmas through their eyes. Merry
Christmas everyone. Do any of you have a fun Christmas memory from
your childhood.
Pamela Wesner
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Vandyke A&W........loved that place.
Mike Jones stated:
There is a long forgotten part of some of our lives when we
were growing up in the 50's. At the time my father worked
for the Briggs Company and later the Chrysler
Corporation. Some of my relatives lived in Detroit in
Quonset Huts. The attached link will give you a pretty
good idea of what Detroit was like after WWII. My
relatives eventually moved to Warren and attended
Fitzgerald High School. Please take the time to read about
these homes. You will appreciate yours even more
afterwards.
http://www.detroitmemories.com/quonsethuts.html
Michael Marrone stated:
I have a question. When I was growing up in Warren there was an organization that my dad and his
friends were involved with named Cares, I believe. They would serve hot coffee, cocoa, hot dogs, etc.
to fireman and police officers at Fire and crime scenes. Does anyone remember that organization and
can tell me about it!
Frank Anderson I belonged to C.A.R.E.S. we would drive the roads of warren and 696 to assist
stranded motorist. Do traffic control at accidents for WPD used CB radios to communicate and a base
radio in the police station
Frank Anderson REACT. Was another group the local one was location in the Fisher building
and would take calls for help and directions. We also gave traffic info to the radio stations. It was called
MEP. Michigan Emergency Patrol
Garvin Cooper Citizens Aid Radio Emergency Service. My buddy's dad was heavily involved.
Michael Marrone I thought c.a.r.e.s.was called cares because they cared! Lol
Anna F. Bozyk That's what I would have thought too, lol!
Frank Anderson Later I would become a firefight and a medic
Frank Anderson Anna we did care
Michael Marrone I know you guys did care. I think it was a great organization. I believe the police and
fire department appreciated you guys too!
Garry Watts Hello Don Sr. Cares was founded by Mike todorovich. I was a member for a few years and
part of the few that really started the assistance for the fire dept. Those were some good days, but I left
in the late 70's and joined the center line police reserves in 1981, I will retire in January 15 after 33 yrs
of service. Thinking of forming a new local group to provide a great canteen and rehab service for our
local fire depts.
Frank Anderson I belonged in the early 80 ' s the Mayor at the time was Radlett, his daughter was also
on the group. It became less interesting as some members became way too controlling for a volunteer
group.
Sandy Kuszewski stated: I would like to thank all my customers on my paper route, i had to pull my
wagon behind my bike in sleet or snow up to ryan and 13 to get my papers and roll them. then drove
from Common down …
and miss rose, the farm lady on ryan, just north of 12 mile on the west side, had those chickens...
I worked as a controller for companies, so i loved the business owners money. thats why i made a good
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controller for them. i watched their money like a hawk. my money, well not so much...
Sandy Kuszewski Oh yes! We had to do the inserts and damn Sunday ones were huge with coupons
and cartoons. I wanted to cry as the papers were always late. Good for you for remembering his name
Steve Pollack I had a Macomb daily route during a newspaper strike in '64 and had over 100 customers
over about a square mile. 13 and Ryan to Chicago east of Mound. Did not have time to collect each
week and went to every two weeks . I was always disappointed to hear " I paid you last week"
Sandy Kuszewski Yeah remember they used to leave the 2.55 or whatever it was in the envelope I left
for the weekly subscribers and .75 cents for Sunday only. They would hang them on their mailboxes at
the house front door. Sometimes not so much. I had to put some folks like on a warning for non
payment. I always paid for this one older lady on winter field and ohmer roads but darn I hated snow
and Sundays and my wagon for Sundays. Kids these days just don't get it
Angel Lynn Hewer Sandy Kuszewski, After 20 years I have retired from the Macomb Daily as
the carrier of that route and 3 others, last June. The best customers in the world, they became like
family to me, and I miss all 600 of them very much. What started as just something to do for a very
good exercise regimen turned into a bond with many customers that I kept doing it every day through
thick and thin, because of that. It was a pretty good 2nd income, too. When I found health problems
were limiting my ability to run (I jogged my route) were worsening I had to retire. I will always be
thankful to those customers for welcoming me to their doorsteps like I was part of their family, and I
miss them all.
Sandy Kuszewski David Martin, I loved miss rose. Sweet lady ! Cut through the neighbors yard to the
empty lot next to her to visit and sit with her under the trees . She would always send eggs, tomatoes
and dukes in a brown yes I said brown paper grocery bag.
Cheryl Gilbert stated: Anyone remember the floods in the mid 60's in the homes by Universal Mall?
The first week the sewer water backed up into the basements filling up 1/2 way, the next week it was to
the basement ceiling and they came and evacuated us in amphibian tanks.
Cris Smith Yeah. I lived 1/2 mile from there. Helped in the volunteer effort for cleanup. My brother got
his rubber raft out and paddled around the subs. He and his friend in a canoe were on TV news.
Anna F. Bozyk stated: Seems like we've had several flood disasters in Warren over the years. And to
think, when we were kids we used to play in the flood waters and think nothing of it! Yuk, lol!
Carol Phillpotts stated: yep...lost a trunk of family photos and my
favorite doll among tons of other things as I recall
Don Raczak On Curie street, all of our basements would get flooded,
to the first or even second step! So, my Dad; cemented 2 pipes, about
2 or so inches wide and 4 feet high to our storm sewers in the
basement. The theory was: the water would seek its own level and not
go beyond it. While other homes got flooded like before, our
basement stayed perfectly dry during storms. If I lived to be 100 years
old...I will never understand how two 4 foot pipes, that are not
capped; could fix that. Way to go, Dad!
Larry Gehrke stated:
I remember getting one of these for Christmas. I guess I am lucky I didn't Kill my self. LOL
Chris McCallister I remember making crystals and plastic with one of these.
Michael Marrone That is cool, Chuck. I'm actually a dual Chemistry Biology major in college with just
a couple classes to go!
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Tony Gervasi I loved this soooo much when I was a kid. Remember the little white rocket you put
baking soda and vinegar in and you had to hurry and put the base on it and it took of for a few feet. The
things that amazed me back then make me laugh when I think of the techy things the kids have today.
Michael Marrone Yes Sandra those kids definitely have an influence on children. I've known people
that had those Lego kits and whatnot it became engineers I know my dad gave me a microscope and I
was looking at protozoas and Paramecium when I was 7 years old and I've taken about 20 college
biology courses!
Catherine Marie Folkmire Chauvin stated: I went to Wilde up to 5thgrade .Melby Jr high up to 8th then
Sterling Heights to graduation. We spent time walking to the Macomb mall and hanging out there in the
mid to late 70's.
Kelly Ann Hammond stated: catching snakes behind Chatterton School
Matt Vance stated: Oh a time machine would be marvelous , I cant even begin to imagine how
wonderful life was in post war era all the way into the late 60s. The whole metro detroit area was
beautiful and bursting with activities, why did we give up on our beautiful city of detroit , so sad our
culture is gone
Shannon Finley Rudolph stated: JL Hudson's thanksgiving day parade 26
Don Raczak stated: No doubt about it! To go from this day, and to find myself instantly back to when I
was a kid....but, knowing the future, too.? I think I would be in absolute awe of what I had during those
beautiful and innocent days.
Kenneth Rix stated: Warren was a great place to grow up.
Don Raczak stated: Yes it was. Great neighbors, Ken!
Dave DeClark Sr. stated: We grew up in the best times to be alive, no fear and running wild without
worry of death from a stranger.....I never gave it a thought till the missing kids in Oakland County in
the late 60s...........And now I worry for all my kids and grand kids when they go anywhere,I always tell
them be safe , something my parents never said to me....
Profes Wes stated: the young folks take it for granted and don't realize how lucky they are. The schools
could do a little more to educate them on American history particularly about how their freedom was
won, and the Bill of Rights.
Cheryl Jovanovich stated:
Throwing this out there, was just talking about this with my husband,did anyone go Christmas
caroling(?) with your friends just to make money for Christmas gifts?
Linda Gordon Berriman stated: I remember a neighbor friend's little sister, Frannie D'Anna, would
carol at our house, over and over again. My Dad got such a kick out of her, that he would give her
money each time she came.
Linda Gordon Berriman stated: In Clawson, the residents meet the mayor on a Sunday evening a
couple weeks before Christmas, go caroling, then back to city hall for hot chocolate and donuts.
Tami Leslie Westman stated: We used to go..with friends and with my girl scout troop. We would give
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money to any carolers who came to the door. Once my sisters and I went out with our aunt who is an
incredible singer and sang professionally. People came to their doors thanking us. It is a wonderful
memory. I love remembering seeing my aunt refuse any money with a gracious smile and waving
Merry Christmas.
Craig Markus stated: Back in the 70s, we had real winters in Warren, the subs were never plowed. It
was two ruts, we all would bumper hitch on unsuspecting drivers. Lots of times we never saw concrete
till April......it sucked with a paper route, i was always cold with wet feet and always had a cold, but i
always had money. My dad would drive me on Sundays, after awhile he would deliver some of my
customers being bored watching me hustle. After we would go to Dunkin Doughnuts 12 & dequindre
for my double chocolate doughnuts and a hot chocolate. Then i would go home he would read paper
while i watched Abbott n Costello at 9am on channel
Sam Richardson stated: I was sorry to hear about the fire at Tech plaza. Here's a pic from much better
days. 10/26/1960

Francis Patrick Lubomski stated: Did you go to the
races? We owned and sponsored cars till the 70's
Here's some of the Race Car Drivers we worked with
or drove for Herb Pranger
1.Felix Brooks 2. Carl Forberg [Fall of Fame ]3.Johnny
White [Fall of Fame ]4. Verne FLIP Fritch[Fall of
Fame ]
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Francis Patrick Lubomski stated: The Figure 8's , Jack Goodwin , Iggy Takona , the Upside down
club ,etc
Francis Patrick Lubomski stated: great memories...filled with the sounds and the smell of nitro methane
Patricia Malinowski stated: I liked the Demolition Derby!
Angel Nowicki Shannon stated: My dad raced in Mt Clemons... #101, Ralph Nowicki. His brother too.
I have memories of them working on 101 getting it ready for the race.
Diana Collins stated: My Uncle Dick Clifton Race at Warren ( 8 & Schoehner) and Mt Clemens. He
had his bump shop on Groespeck and Toepher Warren Twp Colllision. My Uncle Burrell Clifton raced
there too for a short time as well as his wife Donna
Carol Mcqueen stated: Do you remember Mayer Bates & his family on Studebaker????
Sherril Johnson I remember going to a PTA meeting and someone putting Mrs Bates shoes in the
toilet. they lived directly behind my uncle.
Wesley Arnold stated: Both Ted Bates and Eleanor Bates were really nice folks and did not deserve
this.
Debbie Need Zucal stated: I dont get kids today. Why do they think they HAVE to have a ride to
school just because its cold out? God forbid they have to walk .... How did we all survive back when
we went to school!!!
Wesley Arnold stated: Spoiled and lack good parenting
Sherril Johnson the college started at Lincoln Hi and Warren Woods before they got their building. My
dad was the parking guard at the USO building in those early snowy days Does anyone remember
that building? It was on Packard and Federal. Lincoln Jr.Hi used it for a gym and in the summer in
the 50s little kids would go there on Saturdays and do crafts.
Linda Gordon Berriman stated: What are your family's favorite Christmas traditions?
Is it driving around to see all the lights, going somewhere special, decorating the tree, baking??
My favorite is trimming the tree with my kids and grandkids. There are so many special memories as
we unwrap each ornament. We went to Frankenmuth each year, stood in line outside in the cold at
Zehnders, and then headed for Bronners. The kids were very serious about choosing the perfect
ornament, and my husband and I would pick one out for the two of us. It's bittersweet now putting
those carefully chosen ornaments on the tree. When the tree was finished, we would light the fireplace,
make hot chocolate, and turn off all the other lights. So peaceful.
Jeff Widzinski stated: Christmas eve perch dinner with our whole family
Patricia Klucznik Marlin stated: My mother took me to see all the window displays at the downtown
Detroit Hudson's then we went inside to the floor where Santa was to look at the the displays set up
there..they also had a special area where the grown ups had to wait while the kids got to shop
themselves..very special memories to me.
Clarice Guy stated: We would go downtown to Hudson's. We would also get in the wagon and drive
Jefferson.
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LeeAnn Witherspoon stated: Christmas Eve Party with tons & tons of food at my parent's house
Clarice Guy stated: Ice skating at Belle Isle.
Phyllis Bash stated: My dad took me to the Ford Rotunda in Dearborn. Inside was beautifully
decorated. My eyes would get wide with all the displays. Years later it burnt down. They never rebuilt
it.
Larry Cunningham stated: who remembers Fred Wolf?
http://www.reelradio.com/gifts/fwwxyz121064.html
William Tullock stated: The voice of TV coverage for late night bowling & Mt Clemens Motor
Speedway.
Larry Cunningham stated: yes.. william.. think he did bowling for
dollars or was that rita bell?
Jerry Seidl stated: Who can remember Jack the bellboy?
Larry Cunningham stated: didnt he do motor city speedway ?
Joyce Turchetti stated: shared Meg Meeker, MD's photo.
Anna F. Bozyk stated:
Here's a trivia question that I'm asking for my friend again. Does
anyone remember a welding company on Ryan Road north of 8
Mile that had a sign in front of the building that said, "We can fix
anything except a broken heart." This would have been there in the '60's and 70's.
Jennie Shade stated: I grew up on mound Road by 10 1/2 mile ice skating under mound Road

on the creek that ran underneath it was my favorite thing to do
Craig Markus stated:
What could b more Warren? My paper route in jr high at universal estates. Saving enough money to
buy the latest greatest four volumn control (quad) 8track turntable radio receiver at federals universal
mall. My dad then lending me the money to get me to save the money i saved for when i grow up.
Getting Quadrophenia on 8trk threw columbia house, and listening to it nonstop where my sisters want
to kill me! An older 9th grader telling me that story, me all embarrassed. Him sayin, no, that's cool! I
was so happy a 9th grader thought i was cool!.....
Anna F. Bozyk stated:
I'm asking for my neighbor. What was the name of the small diner/donut shop across from
Fitzgerald High on Ryan Road? She said she went there often in the late 60's, early 70's.
Sue Markel Osterland stated: My Dad worked afternoons so we would do something as a family on the
weekends. Sometimes a drive in movie or A&W or McDonalds, Big Boy etc. I remember going to
Howard Johnsons for the "all you can eat" clam dinner!
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Laura Domienik stated:
Who remembers when they use to put missing kids pictures on milk cartons?
Sonjo Jones Horek stated: well, as far as teachers, yes I really didn't fear them. I respected them
because my dad always said: "I better NOT get a call from that school."
Craig Markus stated: Yeah, those calls were deadly!
Linda Gordon Berriman stated:
How many of you use your mother's or grandmother's Thanksgiving recipes?
I have my mom's hand written recipes and make them faithfully every
year - her pumpkin pie, stuffing and oyster dressing.
My favorite thing about the holidays are our traditions!
Laura K Thorpe stated:
Here are some great pages- they have pics, old businesses, etc...
http://www.scribd.com/…/Warren-Michigan-History-and-Center-…
Profes Wes stated: this one is more up to date and has 8,000 fotos http://dogoodforall.today
Profes Wes stated: I spell photos fotos because it is better. I have done Doctoral work on languages and
languages change and improve thru time. Example spelling “through” is a waste of time, and
outmoded “thru” is better. Words should be spelled as pronounced. That is the more modern and
scientifically better way for language use.
Laura K Thorpe stated: I know I've read some of this man's history on Warren before but I like how it's
all compiled on these pages. Thanks for finding that, Brian!
Scott Crorey stated: I see that Wesley Arnold, one of our members very knowledgeable in our local
history published this. You could try tagging his name here as I've done with questions you might have.
Paul Dewa stated: Nice photo of Warren Woods HS.
Rosanna Murphy stated: This is a fun thread with all the old historical photos!
Profes Wes stated: to play any of these Pieces of Music Hold down the Ctrl Key and left click the link

Bobby Vinton to Old Lang Syne Better Words

Wow what great words

BEST SONG and WORDS BEST CLASSICAL MUSIC EVER WONDERFUL MUST
SEE https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8HOIyqXIc8Q&feature=related

Amazing! Christmas Canon -Trans-Siberian Orchestra
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Anna F. Bozyk stated:
Here you go...how about this for a Thanksgiving song? Who learned this in Grade school? Of course,
we were in a '57 Chevy traveling down Gratiot, instead of in a horse-drawn sleigh, but you get the
picture. Where did your Grandparents live, and what were your Thanksgiving traditions?
Over The River Thanksgiving Song https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=d5C3rlA5bZk&feature=youtu.be
Wes Arnold stated: Here is the Thanksgiving Song - Mary Chapin Carpenter
very nice with pictures https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7NSQLMPUK-8
Wesley Arnold stated: in that same old time venu here is Turkey in the Straw. Enjoy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k2Ntl1uIHVc
Bonnie Sheppard Bancroft stated: Learned this song in school. My Grandma would always make each
grandchild a little Cornish hen for Thanksgiving. We thought they were our own miniature turkey's.
Great memories.
Anna F. Bozyk stated: At Wilde, we had Music incorporated into our Kindergarten class, and 1st thru
6th, once a week we had Music, and I believe the Music teacher came to our classroom. I remember
learning the music staff and notes with "Every Good Boy Deserves Fudge".
Don Raczak stated: I recall us learning songs like "When Johnny comes ing home again, Hoorah
Hoorah".. It cracked me up to think of that, when I came home from Nam. Lol
Valerie Vallelunga stated: And - the bag of M & M's that you got for the dime was a much bigger bag
then you get for $.49 cents now! All the candy bar sizes have shrunk. My grandmother taught piano
lessons & I remember going with her & my Mom to get sheet music at Grinnells.

Silverstines
Douglas Jett stated: Does anyone remember going to Silverstines for stuff ?
Douglas Jett stated: Did you clime on the tank out front ?
Larry Cunningham stated: use to get all my hunting stuff there , was sad when it closed
Sara Kepler Brenz stated: It smelled like musty old army tents. I was tiny but loved going there with
my dad.
John Frederick stated: My Dad and I would go there any chance we could always came home with
something real cool
Cris Smith Yeah. Great place.
Tony Gervasi stated: Heck yes. I remember Silversteins. They used to have vehicle auctions at the
Lightguard Armory. My brother bought us a couple of old BSA Army bikes were early 50s model. We
bought them in the early 70s
Debbie Gansior stated: Dad would take me and received a free toy on your way in
Thomas E Gracey stated: Got all my jacket's there. Then sold all anti establishment on them. "Make
love not war!"
Kathleen Bowers stated: my sister and I went with my Dad every Saturday. we were so excited to get
anything ! we are got all our bamboo fishing poles there ! wish I still had some of the goofy stuff we
got there ...
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Joe Spiewak stated: My dad bought a 40' rubber raft for the front yard and filled it with water! Really!
Dave Ritter Best Military Surplus store, remember the Oversized BAR training rifle hanging from the
ceiling?
Judeith Ann Carlu Ludeman stated: Who remembers the old country store on 9 Mile
Patricia Malinowski stated: By MacArthur?
Judeith Ann Carlu Ludeman stated: Yeap
Patricia Malinowski stated: I remember the wooden floors!
Ron Russ stated: The pizza, remembered the night it burned down.
Patricia Malinowski stated: Joes General also been around a long time..
Sandra Ann stated: Loved the camel sandwiches...don't know what the real sandwich name was
Janet Augustiniak Luna stated: Loved that store
Larry Cunningham stated: went there all the time think everyone did in the area...
Sam McDonald-Darby stated: I loved it but got caught one night by my mom driving a friends car
w/out a license yet. My mom pulled in, saw me behind the wheel and said, if you get caught, you won't
get your license until your 18
Francis Patrick Lubomski stated: when we would "Egg" cars ...we were always in, for being chased or
killed ...One fateful night , my bud Mark, throws one high into the air. Says it should hit the cartop ,
just as it comes into the streetlight , Man was he good! Man was it a cop car to boot ...a big free
extra ...Man did we get caught !
Thomas E Gracey stated: Your legs must of been too short . We got away with that alot ! We. Would see
them couple days later and they always said we know it was you ! And someday we will catch you !
Never did .... at least for eggs. !
Robin Steranko stated: Yesterday I saw a car
that had been egged with a brown egg. My
how times have changed.
Larry Cunningham stated: me and my brother
Ron and my cuz on julius st 1950 or so
Maggie Rose Querry Fried bologna
sandwiches were my mom's "sick day
special." You got two sandwiches, hot cocoa,
and the TV remote.
Linda Gordon Berriman Boy, I haven't had a fried bologna sandwich in decades. My mom would
make those for me all the time. Loved them. Will have to try it again...with butter on one side and
Miracle Whip on the other.
Anna F. Bozyk stated: did your mom grind up ring bologna with pickles like mine did? I still have
her grinder that she would attach to the kitchen table. She'd let me turn the handle while she put
the bologna and pickles in.
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David Martin stated: Fried ring bologna slices with onions was my mother's way.
Sharon Osak stated: My dad would fry up bologna and onions also David...with tons of ketchup!!
Sara Kepler Brenz stated: We must have been the only household in Warren without white bread and
bologna. PB & J on pumpernickel or rye or whole wheat.
Tom Jovanovich stated: Worked at Andy's Service, Mobil station at 13 & Hoover. One winter a granny
pulls up to the pumps with smoke coming from under the hood. I open it up and there's a blanket over
the engine which had burst into flames. Granny was worried about keeping the engine warm while the
car sat overnight...
Cynthia Ann Charen-Williams stated:
Who remembers the vegetable stands on the sides of the roads?
You knew their products came right from their farms...
Lee Tewkesbury stated: Also right on 10 mile. Between Ryan and Deq
Vic Bitel In the Green Acres sub, we used to have a guy named Tony sell fruit and vegetables from his
truck.
Rosanna Murphy stated: Where I live now, up north, the farmers set up a table in front of their homes,
loaded with fresh picked produce and leave a coffee can for you to leave your money. The prices
are unbelievably reasonable! The honor system must still be working for them!
Cindy Roback stated: I worked our family roadside stand on Ryan about 50 yrs ago. Learned to give
change out of a cigar box
Debbie Vercellone stated: At the end of our street (Beierman and 10 Mile) there was an old house with
a few lots worth of farm field. He sold corn, we called him Farmer Brown (because he had a letter B on
his door) but I'm pretty sure that wasn't his name. He was a short, grumpy guy with an accent, and my
mom sometimes bought corn from him. His house is still there, remodeled, and the corn field is now a
couple ranch houses.
Connie Domutz stated: Yeah the two vegetable stands on 10 mile between Ryan and Dequindre still
there I've been going to him since I was 5 years old 9
Bonnie Sheppard Bancroft stated: That is funny Don. I lived at 13 mile, between Mound and Ryan. We
were not out if the country, although when I was little I do remember a field with some horses at 13
and Ryan.
Linda Gordon Berriman stated: In the summer of 1960 when we moved to Warren, there was a farm on
the north side of 11 Mile east of Norma that sold their vegetables at a stand in front of their house. We
used to walk up there several times a week. When we got home my mom would cut up some sharp
cheddar cheese, and she and I would eat it with tomatoes that were still warm from sitting out in the
sun. I think it was the Maynard farm.
Lloyd Lange stated: my mother and father had one on Sherwood in center line from 1953 to around
1963 when we moved to warren
Hayley Mills Skinner stated: Yes, we have been going to Emil's for the past 23 years. There is a ton
history in that establishment. When our kids were little the owner would give my daughter a loaf of
bread to go out and feed the buffalo.
Joseph C. Verheye stated:
Who remembers those wire and rubber band slingshots you could get for about $.25 ?
They were actually quite dangerous, we would each get one and head over to a dirt road and fill our
pockets with small round rocks, Yep...we had slingshot wars, I hit a kid right above the eye and busted
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open a vein...his whole side of his face was blood, he ran into his house...I could hear his mom scream,
lucky they lived at Garick and Ryan and across the street was a Dr. office, so he got a few stitches. He
never played war with us again! So dangerous, but hey...it was the 50's, we made it fine!
Don Raczak stated: In the same fun weapon family, is the pea shooter! Oh yeah, what a brilliant idea.
When I think about some of the things we could buy, I think of Dan Ackroyd, on SNL selling "Bag O
Glass" . Lol
Joe Wisner stated: we had wars with Daisey B B guns they hurt if you got to close
Janet Winters stated: Cook I think the sling shot and pea shooter sold by companies to make a buck
evolved from toys actually invented by rascally kids from stuff found around the house or in their
yards.
Rick Moscatello stated: We played war on the Carlson playground (1960s). throwing rocks, homemade
William Tell crossbows that shot clothes pins I threw a rock and hit Jim Modzlewski in the head. All I
heard was a big yell. I took off and ran home and hid under the bed. About 10 minutes later his mom
and dad were at the back door. Next day we were playing war again.
Don Raczak stated: Clothes pin arrows! I forgot all about them!! They worked great, too!
Don Raczak stated: That sparked something else....we would break the clothes pin in half, sharpen one
side of the clothes pin by rubbing it on the cement, take a rubber band and twist the other side on
it...and make a homemade wooden switch blade. Now that I described it for the first time in years...that
sounds like a prison knife. Lol
Joseph C. Verheye stated: We would take our bow and arrow, maybe 15lb, force, enough to kill
someone and shoot the arrow straight up and try and hide under something so not to get hit! Wow so
stupid, no one ever got hurt.
Don Mertke stated: Yes Joe we did that and a lot of other stupid things , people now would have locked
us up. O no they would have gave us drugs to try to fix us in our heads.
Eric Ilasenko stated: "Wrist Rockets" - those rubber hose and metal slingshots were sooooo dangerous!
We used to garbage pick behind small factories around 9 Mile and would get bags of marble sized
metal bearings that made perfect, and slightly deadly ammo in the wrist rockets. Shot a hole through
paneling and into drywall shooting it indoors once...
Joseph C. Verheye stated: Yeah, Don Mertke...how did we make it this far? Lol
If we did this today we would be on "Breaking News at 11" for sure
So many more stories yet untold!
Joseph C. Verheye stated: Yes the "Wrist Rockets" we're
even more dangerous than the wire sling shots, evolution is
great, ehhh? I think we got ours at Burlers at 10 &Ryan if I
remember?
Brian Prost shared stated: When America was Young's
photo.
Karen Benzing Levosky stated: My dad and I never missed
the J.L. Hudson's parade always stood in front of the Fox
Theater even if my brothers didn't want to go my dad and I
always went. I so miss those times with my dad.
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Francis Patrick Lubomski stated: 20 of us would get up on a hill on 12 mile near Schoenerr...one guy
would point and yell " Brown Dodge" stated: we ran down and pelted the one car with snowballs ...we
creamed car after car ..then the cops showed up
Francis Patrick Lubomski stated: when one mother said her boys never did these things , the oldest said
, no ma , we threw rocks …
Stephen J. Marshall stated: Throwing snowballs at cars and trucks was part of my childhood!
Linda Oleksyk So that was you!
Tom Branch stated: When the cops show up you shout, "Black
and white Plymouth!" and pelt it with snowballs. The all the
kids run in different directions. LOL
Shorthand in school Mary Ann Berger stated: May shared Old
School Do You Remember?'s photo.
Don Raczak stated: It was such a big crime to peak at the keys,
or rest our wrists while typing on those Royal's. Then we had to put a sheet of paper over the keys, so
we wouldn't look at the keys. I must say, I am glad I know how to tipe wiouht irrors.
Victory Savings Stamps Larry Gehrke stated:
I remember buying these back when I was in Shepard Elementary in the 4th grade
Susan Whichard Babin
stated: When you filled a
book you traded it in for a
bond?
Kara Kovalchik stated: I
remember a "project"
Mr.Gagnon gave us at
Halloween in English 301 at
Fitzgerald back in 1976....he instructed us to ask our parents what they shouted when they went
"begging" on Halloween night when they were kids. He had a result in mind and our reports more or
less proved his point....I forget which was which, but it was divided among folks that lived on the east
or west side of Detroit who called out either "Trick or Treat" or "Help the Poor" when begging. I
remember that my Mom was one of the "Help the Poor" folks. What did you or your parents call out
when collecting candy on Halloween?
Don Raczak stated: Friends..are God's gift to humanity.
Don Raczak stated: Riding in back of a truck was no biggie. Climbing a tree as high as i could go...no
biggie. Odd, that when I saw my kids or now my grand kids climbing a tree....my heart is kathumpin
away...."it is a biggie!!!"
Kelly Ann Hammond stated: What was you favorite fieldtrip in school? mine was going to
Chatterton School Planetarium
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Wesley Arnold stated: We went to Cranbrook Science Center and also saw the Planetarium show.
Karen McKenna stated: Twin Pines Dairy, Wonder Bread Factory, Ford Rouge Plant, Greenfield
Village and Museum, Cranbrook, any place that showed manufacturing or creativity and old stuff. Can't
forget the zoo or Bob Lo.
Anna F. Bozyk stated: At Wilde Elementary we went to Greenfield Village a lot. I was fascinated by
Edison's birth home, and all the bottles and concoctions in the Menlo Lab. I also loved the working
farm, and the Webster House. (Thought it was so cool to be standing in the home of the person who
wrote the dictionary!) One of the houses had a Victrola record player. Also loved the bus ride back and
forth because we always sang songs to pass the time! Do kids still do that?
Anna F. Bozyk stated: Flashback: Field trip sack lunches with smooshed peanut butter and jelly
sandwiches!
Bill Russ stated: Ladd elementary had a 6th grade camp. 1 week at probably Port Huron, somewhere
we thought was so far away, more likely only an hour away. Can't remember, mid seventies. It was a
blast. Best trip by far for us, remember couldn't wait to get to 6th grade fast enough. Still have pictures,
see if I can post them later. Funny thing is I am a Bus driver for Fitz, 14years now. So I continue to still
go on field trips.
Gail Ryan stated: I liked the zoo best. I loved the train and the monkey show.
Cindy Thompson stated: Frontier town old country store in Romeo. It is still there and now I have my
crochet and embroidery items in their arts and craft mall.
Tom Oren stated: Tiger Stadium, as a safety boy. Norm Cash, Al Kaline, Rocky Colavito. Sublime.
Tony Orlando stated: we got to see Suppy Sales,and we were on t.v. Too!!
Matthew Arwood stated: Detroit Science Center & Henry Ford Museum
Joseph Bologna stated: Edgewater Park on the last day of school.
Clarice Guy stated: Also, does anyone remember Camp Ortonville? Camp Dearborn too!
Louann Gossage Schachermeyer stated: Mine was upland farm! And bonus I have been able to return
many times as an employee of a school district
Cindy Put Smith Kellogg stated: cereal company in battle creek. We went on train in 3rd grade and 6 th
grade camp.
Don Raczak stated: Henry Ford Museum. I was totally in awe of the old trains, cars recreation of the
old town roads, the way they used to be many years ago. All of the old tools, and equipment that they
used. I think that was the day, I learned to appreciate and love historical things.
Gerry Knodel Slaght stated: Lansing State Capital of Michigan. and lunch with Lt. Gov. Reid 65 yrs.
ago.....
Tracey Pollock stated: The Fraser Police and Fire station, They put my whole kindergarten class in a
jail cell and closed the door and I Cried. LOL Wilde Elementary Mrs. Ross
Anna F. Bozyk shared Van Dyke Public Schools's photo. Van Dyke Public Schools
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LHS Senior Michael Mitchell was joined by VDPS teachers this past weekend as he received his Eagle
Scout Court of Honor. Along with Ms. Peterson, Mrs. Sawyers, Mrs. Winters, Brother Grishaj, and Mr.
Taylor, we say Congratulations!
Mary K. Miller stated: Does anybody remember the
mushroom factory on Ryan at Stephens? It was called
Great Lakes, I believe.
Danny Harvey stated: The Little Fotomat Booths
Here's one for everyone
Christine Murdock There was a spot like this at Oakland
mall by Sears that made keys too
Linda Gordon Berriman stated: We'd play Roy Rogers and Dale Evans.
My brother and our neighbor got the starring roles, but I was the
youngest and never had a name...or a horse. Lol. (Can't find the photo
wearing our guns
Julie A Moskal stated: I love the smell of the caps and the sounds it
made.
Jeff Cramp stated: Anybody remember Stroh's ice cream parlor on 13
and hoover? Had my first ever Vernors and ice cream float. Cant
remember what they called it.
Chris Hartman stated:
Does anybody remember the
little trash trailer caravan that
came around and were then
dumped in to the larger
sanitation truck? I remember
this around '65-'66.
Deborah Robertson Shattuck
stated: It's Devils Night!
Remember when it was fun?
When our parents handed us a bar of soap and sent us out with our friends? What are your memories of
Devils Night?
Joyce Turchetti A new Chaldean center was recently approved by Sterling Heights, so i am sure that
what is happening. I read that 200 Iraq people are arriving in Michigan each month. That's why
DHS moved an office to mound, freebie's have to be passed out
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Paul Dewa stated: 6th graders from Westwood Elementary are sent to secret sniper training at Mill
Lake. Jan '75 [ Actually just a rifle range ]
Don Raczak Donna stated: the hardware store you are
thinking about is Ulrich Lumber. I think everybody went
there for their materials and lumber when they built their
houses. My Dad and I, went there many times...loved the
smell of lumber! That was by 9 mile and Sherwood.
Linda Fournier stated: Can you believe it's been 50
years?
Macomb Mall celebrates 50 years. It was built in 1964.
Francis Patrick Lubomski stated: Martin Rd was dirt ...Bunert also , Palco Horse farms , made horse
plop [road apples ]on the roads ,Hayes dead ended in the woods , the four corners consisted of, on the
s/e farm house and farm , a very old orchard ...and large empty fields ....Rolf lived there .
N/E was the old school house , the woods ,the hall, the Buzz saw building , chickens. Guinea hens , and
a well anyone could drink from that bubbled natural gas ...S/W was the new housing ...the Lanoos lived
on the corner ...N/W was cows or corn ,depending on the year, the Weir Farm ...both sides of Bunert
was home to the Weir family ....I had aircraft landing lights for hi beams ...at 11 mile , near Rivards or
Maynards ,Springs or biondo's I could light up the stop sign at martin over a 1/4 mile away . …
Mary Ann Berger May stated: shared Wired Outdoors's
photo. Never had this class in Warren!!!!!
Don Raczak stated: Now, if a kid bites a pop tart in half and
goes...bang bang..they call the cops.
Sherrill Knill You will never see this happen again!!!
Don Raczak stated: At Fitzgerald, in the 50's to perhaps the
early 60's, they had a firing range in the basement.
Paul Dewa We did in Warren Woods mid 70's
Caryn Petroff stated: How times have changed
Kara Kovalchik stated: Modern firearm safety in the classroom: [ http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=MeGD7r6s-zU ]
Debbie Vercellone Looks like they're only teaching the boys, lol
Don Raczak stated: I had to take a look at that picture again...you are right, Deb!
Debbie Vercellone stated: The girls were sent down to Home Ec.
Don Raczak stated: Either that or the "Hell hath no fury like a woman's scorn" class. lol
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Terry Hubbard stated: Shot BeBe guns at 6th grade camp. At least we learned how to hold and aim.
God help these kids today!
Laura Rimmell Sporea stated: I went to Northwood Elementary and we learned how to shoot at 6th
grade camp. That is when I fell in love with shooting. I had a bruised shoulder but it was worth it. This
was around 1969-1970.
Paul Dewa stated: 6th grade at Westwood. BB guns in the gym in the fall and 0.22LR at Winter camp.
Patti Duff Brown stated: Anyone remember Atlas pop? I used to be in a chess club when I was in 6th
grade, at Pearl Lean. We would meet after school, play chess, and drink Altas pop. We had to pay a
quarter for it. I used to get strawberry. I remember it had disgusting sediment at the bottom. I never
drank it at any other time.
Mary Ann Berger May stated: shared Mojo TV's photo. [Of an outhouse]
This is what I used [ Picture of an outhouse] when I visited my Grandma's house in Warren! Farms
back then didn't have indoor pluming. The water was pumped, there were no faucets! Heat came from a
pot belly stove, no fancy furnace, and the cooking stove was fed wood to get it heated up to cook.
There was no dryer to dry cloths either. But there was love in the home and plenty of good fresh farm
food. Many wonderful meals around the old wooden kitchen table.
Rene Harden Hit stated: LIKE if you think this is where you will be living soon? This ad campaign has
been paid for by how well elected officials are paid while the working class Americans can not make
ends meet. I am an American and I approve this ad.
Linda Fournier stated: There used to be them at rest areas back in the day.
Chris McCallister My parents had a friend with a cottage near Frankfort and we stayed there many
summers; there was one there and we used it. The porcupines lived nearby and were quite curious.
Mary Watters Bevan stated: Standing in front of a friend's house and calling their name yep and
we would stand on the porch and call out their names to come out and play like Linda Linda man these
are old memories but great ones!
Craig Markus stated: Robbed and killed while waiting for train to cross in Detroit Those trains mean
Detroits making money, so enjoy the inconvenience. I worked in Detroit last summer at 8 n mound. I
was sickened that at seven n Sherwood late one night a person stuck at the train in cad was robbed and
murdered.
Karri Haugh-Sparkman stated: Who remembers the warren pool? I loved that place
Craig Markus stated: Before i ever went to high school my dad would drop me off at mott, they had
night swimming.
Patricia Malinowski stated: My kids went often!
Nanette Napoletano stated: Listing By covered I mean you could still swim... it was like a dome they
put over it so it could be used year 'round... but those who used it know that
Cheryl Belkowski stated: Super As a kid I couldn't wait till I was 52" tall so I could swim without an
adult
Dan Torongo stated: It was called the warren city pool. I took the kids there every Sunday it was our
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pool day and ice cream after swimming. Cheryl Lynn
Ed stated: They didn't want two pools because they were consolidating the senior center,pool and
whatever else they have at old Warren High.
Beth Pagels Gulick stated: Gerry Knodel Slaght don't you think it is time you weighed in on all the
FACTS!!! Best summer/winter job. I too was a Director as well as at Lincoln and Fitz and lessons were
FREE!!! To make sure all kids can swim and swim well......LIFE lesson!! Kuddos to the City of Warren
then!!!:)
Donna Malinowski stated: MAYOR TED BATES ok here's a big
one mayor ted bates ran the longest in office for warren last day of
hartsig jr high I was coming home with a bunch of papers fell all
over in front of this house on 12 mile these two ladys come out
with ted bates plastic carrying bags and helped me lode my papers
up they were his sisters
Timotiejus Sevelis stated: remember George Pierrot. Did the travel
series on TV.
Wesley Arnold stated: many of us enjoyed watching Georg Parott's travel show. He had many guests
on the show who showed their movies on wonderful places to travel to. Guests included Stan Midgley,
Dennis Glen Cooper, Don Cooper. The Show was in the late afternoon so many of us got out of school
and could be at home in time to see these movies. Many a time we could hear snoring sounds during
the time the speaker was speaking. Found out later George would sometimes doze off during the
movies. The Detroit Institute of Arts have a Travel department and he was the director of that. On
Sunday afternoons they would have these travelog movies at the Detroit Institute of Arts Auditorium.
We were fortunate to be able to attend several of these movies. The most popular was Stan Midgley
who presented travelogs on Colorado, California, Rockies, British Columbia etc.
Kewpee Jason Moy stated: Just saw this at the Shorpy site - kinda reminded me of White Castle, but
reading up on it, Kewpee appears to be a home-grown Michigan chain (vs. White Castle's Kansas
roots), and started disappearing starting in 1967 - much too early for me to remember. Anyone been
around long enough to remember seeing these during their heyday?
http://www.shorpy.com/node/18656?size=_original#caption
Wes Arnold: We have visited their restaurants in Lansing and Toledo. However there were others not so
far away our parents went to.
Timotiejus Sevelis stated: Across from General Motors Tech
Center. Executive Inn on Van Dyke.
Mary Ann Berger stated: Someone asked about this awhile back.
This was similar to the one at Universal mall. [ Bird cage like the
one at Universal Mall ]
Diane Yagloski Solak stated:
Okay one more Post. I lived on 11 mile between dequindre and
ryan.. On Dequindre on the east side before 11 mile they had a
Farm with horses.. and then they put a Giant Slide there that faced west.. and after wards they put
Skate Board City
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Sara Kepler Brenz stated: The farm was at Stephens and Dequindre near Stacey's Golf Driving Range.
The slide was on the same property. Later they tore it down and a bar called the English Saddle was
built. The bar is still there but probably has a different name. We used to feed the horses grass
through the fence on our walks to Kmart.
Don Raczak stated: Farms..were up and down Dequindre and Ryan roads, well into the 60's.
Denise Evick-Thompson stated: I loved that slide! The drive in was cool too. We still have drive ins
here in California. .Open year round!
Chuck Zuber stated: does anyone remember the horses with the guy use to come down the street to
get scrap they called them sheey man

What were the words to the Center Line Almamater song?
Kim Meduvsky stated: Words to almamater song Beer beer for Center Line High. You bring the
wiskey I'll bring the rye (or wine). Send those freshmen out for gin and don't let a sober sophmore in.
We never stager we never fall. We sober up on pure alcohol, while our dear old faculty lies drunk on
the ballroom (or barroom) floor! I think that's the way it went. [ Sang by a bunch of teen age
dreamers. ]
Posie Holzman Cook stated: ·The words t the Center Line Song
Center Line we sing thy praises, May we e're up-hold the right.
Show thy valiant courage and display they might.
Loyalty and friendship Guide and lease thee through
Always we'll remember And be ever true.
Panthers of dear Center Line Sound her praise and fame through time.
We will honor, laud and cherish Center Line alone shall stand
And forever shall remain The grandest in the land.
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This book is not finished. Please send your reminisces to wecare@dogoodforall.today

Jim Milewski stated: Hey Wesley Arnold, I think you do pretty darn good. I remember when you
were an Eagle Scout when I did a short stint in BSA. I lived next door to Skipper and Andrew
Perch and their dad was a scoutmaster. Thanks to you and Mike Grobbel for your great work.
The two most quoted persons are myself the old historian Prof Wesley Arnold and Mike Grobbel
who has done outstanding research on Center Line related History.
There are some things that need to be put into print for the sake of our younger generation who
need to know about them but often don't. Here they are:
American Way of Life
America was to millions both the hope and a dream come true. People came here from many countries
where many (but not all) had been oppressed, many had lived in poverty, did not have freedom. Some
had been tortured or had lived in death camps. Many had little education. Many came here to find
religious freedom. Many came here for the opportunity to earn a decent living.
Most came here to make a better life for themselves, their families and children.
Most came here penny-less, with no food, home or relatives and just the clothes on their back.
They worked hard and long and created a better life for themselves. Many became rich.
The American dream was that one had the freedom to work hard and create a better life for their
children. And millions did just that. Of course there were opportunities to work and support a family.
In recent years the wealthy greedy have taken away many of those opportunities in order to make
themselves even more wealthy. The curse of corporate greed for endless profit for the stockholders and
officers was at the sacrifice of the workers. Automation and robotization replaced human labor with
unpaid machine labor. Leaving millions without the means to earn a living. And perhaps worse was
corporate greed that did not allow for a living wage and sufficient work hours for workers to earn a
decent standard of living.
When I was young men could easily find jobs and support their families and buy a new car with
just the husband working. I did it. Now with husband and wife both working long hours often they can
barely pay the bills they have. Forget about buying a new car or taking a vacation. In many other
countries workers have a paid summer vacation, medical care and their children can attend four years
of college. It appears that America is becoming a third world country. We the working class are less
happy, less wealthy, work longer hours for less, often cant take even a small vacation, and don't have
decent medical care. What happened? The working class has become the forgotten class. And
justice is for the rich. If one needs an attorney they are so high priced as to make it nearly impossible
for the average person to pay the bill. Attorneys getting hundreds of dollars per hour. I have seen poor
people mistreated in the justice system.
Corporate officer salaries are now often in the six to seven digit range. Higher
governmental officials are often paid excessively high salaries. CEO and Corporate greed
abound at the expense of the ordinary worker. Even congressmen are overpaid and have excessive
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benefits you and I can not achieve in a lifetime. Somethings are going wrong in America. Citizen
apathy (not caring and not paying attention to what congress and what the government is doing) along
with corporate greed has caused this.
As for Education. Children in many other countries outscore American children in almost
every subject. America is not producing enough engineers to keep up and has to import foreign
engineers.
And there are problems with immigration which need to be fixed. One that has been ignored is
allowing people into our country who do not intend to abide by the constitution and our laws and in
fact plan to over throw our American Way of life and freedom.
These are things we need to correct or we will lose our freedom and way of life.
Many younger people do not know what our “American Way of Life” is so College professor Wesley
Arnold and his some of his students have put down in a pretty picture what we think it is.

The next picture is a matter of great importance to our country and our
Freedom. Our young people need to understand What our soldiers died
for and what America represents to the future.
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Being a professional educator and former social worker and a college professor and parent and
grandparent, I have a lot of experience with teaching people of all ages. Have taught all grade levels
and was a boy instructor in scouting for many years. At age 76 I can honestly say that we need to
make the Golden Rule also expressed in modern form here as the expected standard of conduct for all
humans because there is now so much power that can be in an individual's hands that humans need to
do this otherwise we may make ourselves extinct. For example I know a person in our area that has the
knowledge to build and use a device that can literally wipe out everyone in our metropolitan area. So
we must expect and demand responsible actions from everyone

Seriously.
Experience tells me that this should be made the expectation for human behavior and taught to our
children. To not hold people responsible for actions will mean suicide for the human race.
Reminder nuclear weapons are now on hair trigger to assure Mutual Assured Destruction. MAD
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And here is what should be the basis for actions.

If this was used as a basis of actions what a better world and life we could have.
I feel that this is of such great importance that I have put is in several of my books in hope that people
will at least see it and think about it. My apologies for the repetition.
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